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PREFACE

Most states have recognized the need for a central agency to
deal with the coordination, planning, and design of their higher
education functions. Thirty-eight states reported such an agency
when Nancy M. Berve made a study for the Academy for Educational
Development in 1967. Thirteen of these agencies reported that they
were responsible for the actual administration of institutions.
The rest reported varying degtees of coordinating responsibility
and authority.

No central agency can serve adequately until it has made
provision to determine a proper role for its institutions.

This study was conducted as a part of Utah's master planning
effort by Dr. Leon McCarrey, assisted by Mr. Lawrence Kolber. Objec-
tives and procedures relating to institutional role and division of
institutional responsibilities with state plans were reviewed. Coop-
eration by state agencies in supplying information has been gratifying.

The report provides a sound basis for the redesign and improve-
ment of the plan for coordination in Utah. it is hoped that other
states will find such a summary useful in their efforts to evaluate
and improve their own programs.

Merle E. Allen
Director
Utah Coordinating Council of
Higher Education
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

One of the basic functions of higher education in any state is the

satisfying of individual needs for various types of training. In satisfying

these needs, it is paramount that higher education relate its programs to

the socio-economic manpower needs of the community, state, and nation.

In the achievement of this goal, each institution in Utah has a

significant role to play. The roles should vary according to the character

of the institution. Utah's system of higher education consists of the

universities, the four-year colleges, the junior colleges, and the techni-

cal/vocational schools, all contributing within their areas of expertise

to the totaA. educational program of the State.

If this total educational program is to function and develop effec-

tively, a coordinated plan of all post-high school curricula is necessary

so that Utah can assure the availability of quality educational opportunities

for all students. This should be accomplished without unnecessary duplica-

tion and a consequent waste of the State's resources.

Legislators, educators, governing boards, and lay citizens have

become increasingly aware of the need for some kind of curricular coordina-

tion by a central state agency. The general attitude of many is that
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coordinated development of higher education programs can be achieved with-

out violating Utah's educational traditions or intruding on the initiative

or creativity of its institutions. Democratic traditions in education do

not require that all students attend the same or similar institutions, nor

do they require the pursuit of similar curricula. Coordination allows for

an appropriate division of labor among Utah's institution% creating a differ-

entiated role for each.

This document has been prepared for the purpose of illustrating the

several ways by which program allocation can facilitate development of

quality education programs in the State of Utah.

As will be discussed in Chapter II, a number of states are achieving

effective coordination by implementing previously passed legislation

empowering a central state body to advise, recommend, and allocate curri-

cular offerings. Other states, including Utah, appear to be moving in this

direction, although they are currently at a less advanced stage of development.

The current status of the coordination of higher edimation programs in

the United States is presented in the following table:
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Table I indicates that there are currently 38 central agencies

for the coordination of higher education. In terms of authority, 32

agencies have some degree of management authority. Nineteen of these

agencies also have authority over new program requests.

OVERVIEW

Chapter II will be devoted to a review of state governing boards

and coordinating councils of higher education. In Chapter III, a

discussion of the need for coordination of higher education will be

presented. The concluding chapter lists procedures and criteria for pro-

gram evaluation.



CHAPTER II

SUMMARY OF SINGLE BOARDS & COORDINATING COUNCILS

IN RELATION TO PROGRAM APPROVAL

The primary data upon which this study is based was a letter

to the directc:s and/or chancellors of 35 state boards or councils

of higher education. There was a total of 30 responses, furnishing

varying amounts of data. Several states that did reply appear to be

in an earlier developmental stage than Utah in terms of program coor-

dination. The data from these states were omitted 'because of the

embryonic planning stage.

The following information represents a state-by-state analysis

of single boards and councils of higher education in the United

States. The investigation is concerned with the structure, authority,

responsibility, and institutional guidelines for the approval of new

programs.

Program in this study refers to any new unit of instruction,

research, or administrative structure.

7
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COLORADO COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION

Structure

The Commission consists of seven members appointed by the Governor

with the consent of the senate for terms of four years. In addition,

an advisory committee to the Commission consisting of nine members is

also available for assistance in higher education.

Authority

The Commission on Higher Education shall have the responsibilities

applicable to all post-high school programs in the State, including the

junior colleges and the extension programs of existing colleges and uni-

versities, supported in whole or in part by state funds.

Responsibility

The Legislature of the State of Colorado has established the Com-

mission on Higher Education with certain assigned responsibilities. These

responsibilities are:

1. To provide opportunities for post-high school eduCation for the

State of Colorado.

2. To avoid needless duplication of facilities in programs in insti-

tutions of higher education.

3. To achieve simplicity in state administrative procedures per-

taining to higher education.

4. To affect the best utilization of available resources so as to

achieve an adequate level of higher education in the most econo-

mical manner.
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5. To continue to recognise the constitutional and statutory res-

ponsibilities of the existing governing boards of institutions

of higher education.

Approval of New Programs

The Commission reviews the proposal for any new degree program be-

fore its establishment in any institution, and transmits its decision to

the institution within ninety days after receipt of such a proposal. No

institution in Colorado can establish a new degree program without first

securing the approval of the Commission.

The Commission makes recommendations to the Governor and the joint

budget committee of the General Assembly on the establishment of state-

supported institutions of higher education.

Existing Programs

The Commission reviews existing or proposed non-degree programs and

mikes recommendations to the governing boards of the respective insti-

tutions and the General Assembly as to the costs thereof.

It further recommends to the respective governing boards of such in-

stitutions degree programs which could be elininated or consolidated be-

cause they constitute unnecessary duplication or Lecause there are other

good and sufficient causes for their elimination or consolidation. Con-

versely, it recommends programs which could be added to present programs

of such institutions consistent with their roles and functions.
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Extension Programs

The Commission has the responsibility of developing a unified pro-

gram of extension offerings, recognizing the responsibility of the State

to provide, to the extent possible, higher education in communities re-

mote from a campus, and the need to integrate the extension fun,.:tions of

state-supported institutions of higher education.

Guidelines for Curriculum Changes (Proposals for New Degree Programs)

Procedures for review by Colorado Commission on Higher Education

1. Institutions are invited to consult with the Commission staff

concerning proposals for new degree programs well in advance

of submission of formal proposals for Commission review, so that

any specific considerations or questions relating to the pro-

posal can be explored informally.

2. The governing board of the institution should take appropriate

action on the proposal prior to submission to the Commission

for review.

3. Without intending the following points as a rigid format for

proposals, the Commission will desire the information indicated

below on proposed new degree programs:

a. Description of the proposed program.

b. Relation of proposed program to present offerings and to

long-range plans of the institution.

c. Reasons for adding the proposed program.
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d. Implications of new program for staff, space, library re-

sources, and any other cost factors.

e. Relation to offerings of other institutions in Colorado and

in the region.

f. Provisions for administration of new program.

g. The review the proposal has had inside the institution or by

outside experts; nature of appraisal of outside reviewers.

It is the Commission's position that whenever the proposed

program represents either a venture into academic areas new

to the proposing institution or a program on the doctoral

level, the proposed program should be reviewed by a quali-

fied person or persons independent of the proposing institu-

tion. If the Commission concurs in the designation of such

persons prior to their appointment, it will accept their re-

view. Otherwise, the Commission may obtain for its own use,

an appraisal by qualified personnel independent of the in-

stitution concerned.

h. Proposed date for initiating the program.

i. Action of governing board and date thereof.

CONNECTIUT COMISSION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Structure

The Commission for Higher Education consists of sixteen members;

one trustee from the University of Connecticut, one from the State
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College Board, one from the Community College Board, and one from the

State Board of Education, plus twelve members appointed by the Governor.

Responsibility

The State of Connecticut actually has four boards for higher educa-

tion, each with a different responsibility. There is a board of trustees

for the University of Connecticut, a board of trustees for the state col-

leges, a board of trustees for the community colleges, and the State Board

of Education, which has the responsibility for state technical institu-

tions and programs leading to the associate degree in applied science.

Each board of trustees maintains its responsibility for the opera-

tion of its institution or group of institutions.

Duties

The duties are as follows:

1. Be responsible for coordination of planning for higher educa-

tion throughout the State, encourage the governing boards of

the constituent units to initiate necessary plans for develop-

ment of higher education, and require any state-supported in-

stitution of higher education to submit its plans for develop-

ment.

2. Establish an advisory council for higher education with repre-

sentatives from public and private institutions to study methods

for coordinating efforts of all such institutions in providing

a stimulating and enriched educational environment for the citi-

zens of the State.
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3. Conduct research and studies concerning the State's provision

of higher education.

4. Make an impartial assessment of the legislative proposals and

budgetary requests for higher education and report thereupon

to the Governor and the General Assembly.

FLORIDA BOARD OF REGENTS

Structure

The Board of Regents of the institutions of higher educationAn

Florida are composed of nine members appointed by the Governor and con-

firmed by both the State Board of Education and the Senate.

Authority

The Board of Regents is subservient to the State Board of Educa-

tion. The latter exercises general supervision--control over the Board

of Regents at all times.

The Board of Regents is authorized and empowered, subject to the

approval of the State Board of Education to establish the policies, rules,

aAd regulations under which the university system shall be managed and

operated by the respective heads of the institutions and agencies.

Responsibility

The responsibilities of the Board of Regents are as follows:

1. Subject to the provisions of existing law, the Board reviews,

amends and approves all budgets in the state university system.
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The Board, in turn, presents to the Legislature all requests

for appropriations.

2. Approves the programs of instruction and the different branches

of learning to be offered and maintained at each of the several

institutions, including alterations and changes.

3. Coordinates all programs under its jurisdiction in order to in-

sure their efficient administration.

4. Conducts, through its staff, continuous studies of each insti-

tution to determine whether policies and regulations of the

system are being followed, and to determine how efficiently and

effectively the staff and facilities are being used.

5. Conducts, through its staff, continuous studies of the immediate

future needs of the State in higher education, including re-

search and public services.

Program Approval

Approval must be secured from the Board of Regents before a new

academic program can be initiated or major changes may take place in

existing programs.

Guidelines for Curriculum Changes

Below are outlined procedures for preparing proposals for new gra-

duate programs. While similar information is required for new under-

graduate programs, the documentation need not be as complete.

Proposals for new graduate programs should include a clear descrip-

tion of what the program is to be, why the institution believes it
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should offer this degree, specific details concerning the need for the

program, the faculty and resources currently available, and the cost of

providing additional faculty and resources necessary to implement the

proposed program.

The departments proposing new graduate programs are asked to pro-

vide the above information by completing a questionnaire developed by

the Council for Academic Affairs of the State Board of Regents. (This

questionnaire is found in Appendix B, with a detailed outline of the

specific information requested for proposed new graduate programs.)

REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA

Approval of New Programs

The official policy of the Regents of the University System of

Georgia for the approval of new degree programs follows:

In Georgia, any new degree programs or new major programs of acade-

mic work cannot be added to an institution's curricula unless recommended

by the head of the institution concerned, the Chancellor, and the Com-

mittee on Education and approved by the Board. Specifically, the Board

requests the following information:

1. Explanation of the new degree or program requested.

2. The need and justification for offering this work at the insti-

tution.

3. Will the work duplicate similar offerings in other units of the

system?
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4. Listing of names and ql alifications of faculty involved in this

work.

5. How would the program be financed?

6. What would be the future needs if the program or degree is ap-

proved?

7. What approval has been given to this program of work on the re-

questing institutior& campus (committees of faculty, etc.)?

8. How many students would be involved in this new degree or new

program now? After five years?

Chan es or Additions to Existi Pro rams

The policy in the State of Georgia for changes or additions to exist-

ing programs follows:

1. The president of each institution of the University System shall

submit each year to the Chancellor of the University System of

Georgia, prior to the November monthly meeting of the Board, a

report on the degrees presently offered at his institution with

the recommendations for any changes in degrees or for any addi-

tional degrees, and with any other information that may be de-

rived by the Chancellor.

2. The Chancellor of the Univers:'y System shall study these recom-

mendations and present them with his recommendations to the Com-

mittee on Education for consideration and action.

3. The Committee on Education shall submit to the Board of Regents,

each year at the regular December monthly meeting, recommendations
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for changes in present degrees or additional degrees at the

institutions of the University System. The Board shall take

action on these recommendations at this meeting.

4. The Board of Regents shall not take action on recommendations

for changes in degrees or for additional degrees at the insti-

tutions of the University System at any other meeting of the

Board.

ILLINOIS BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Structure

The Board of Higher Education consists of thirteen members; eight

appointed by the Governor. Insofar as possible, these eight members are

selected on the basis of their knowledge, interest, and/or experience in

problems of higher education. The other five members are the Chairmen

of the Boards of Trustees of the colleges and universities in Illinois.

Responsibility

The Board of Higher Education analyzes the present and future aims,

needs, and requirements of higher education in the State of Illinois.

From this analysis, a master plan is prepared for the development, ex-

pansion, interpretation, coordination, and efficient use of the facili-

ties, curriculum, and standards of higher education for public insti-

tutions, in the areas of teaching, research, and public service. A spe-

cial responsibility of the Board is to conduct a study of the needs for
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additional programs in the health professions and the determination of

the geographic location of such new programs.

The Board shall engage in a continuing study and evaluation of the

Master Plan, and it shall be its responsibility to recommend, from time

to time, amendments and modifications of the Plan, as enacted by the

General Assembly.

Authority,

The governing boards of the University of Illinois, Southern Illinois

University, as well as other boards of universities and state colleges,

and the junior college board programs are all subject to approval by the

Illinois Board of Higher Education.

Further, the separate governing boards of the University of Illinois

and other state-supported institutions shall retain all of the powers and

duties heretofore given and conferred upon them, except as they are

limited by the powers and duties assigned to the State Board of Higher

Education. The latter appears in the sections below.

New Program Approval

An institution may not establish any new unit of instruction, re-

search, or public service without the approval of the Board. The term

ftnew unit of instruction, research, or public service" includes the

establishment of a college, school, division, institute, department, or

other unit in any field of instruction, research, or public service, not

heretofore included in the program of instruction, and includes the esta-

blishment of any new branch or campus of the institution.
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Each governing board must submit to the Board all proposals for any

new unit of instruction, research, or public service. The Board of

Higher Education may approve or disapprove the proposal in whole or in

part, or approve modifications thereof, whenever, in its judgment, such

action is consistent with the objectives of the Master Plan.

Illinois Approval for New, Advanced (Sixth-Year Degree) or Doctoral
Programs

The Board usually refers the proposal to a jury panel called "Com-

mission of Scholars" for review and recommendation. The Commission of

Scholars is composed of nine eminent authorities in the field of gra-

duate work, four of whom originate within Illinois institutions. Thus

far, the Board of Higher Education has followed the advice of the Com-

mission of Scholars, approving the programs the Commission has approved

and disapproving those the Commission has rejected.

Approval of New Junior College Programs

The Board is now beginning to institute a new system of clearance

of junior college programs. One of the advantages of the junior college

approval process is that the institution will submit an initial form

which shows their intent to plan a curriculum. This early notification

will help the Board establish a preliminary dialogue with the institutipn

and encourage or discourage further planning, depending upon the approp-

riateness of the program for the role of the institution. The purpose

here is to avoid considerable needless planning of programs which may be
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rejected after the institution has committed its resources toward a year

or two of planning the program.

Existing Programs

Any "reasonable and moderate" extensions of existing curricula, re-

search, or public service programs which have a direct relationship to

existing programs do not need Board approval. The Bo2rd determines what

is reasonable and moderate.

The Board is authorized to review periodically all existing programs

of instruction, research, and public service, and to advise the approp-

riate board in control if the contribution of each program is not educa-

tionally and economically justified.

The Board evaluates the budget requests from each institution for

the coming biennium. The Board in evaluating the budgets, considers such

items as tuition rates and the current and projected utilization of the

physical plant.

Extension Programs

The Board establishes general policies regarding changes to be made

for extension, adult education, and public service programs.

Admission Standards

The Board establishes minimum standards of admission for all insti-

tutions.

Non-Instructional Facilities

Each state institution shall submit its plans for capital improve-

ment of non-instructional facilities to the Board for approval before
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final contracts are signed. Non-instructional uses include dormitories,

unions, field houses, stadiums, and other recreational facilities and

parking lots. If the project is found by a majority of the Board not to

be consistent with the Master Plan for Higher Education, and with in-

structional buildings provided for therein, such capital improvements

shall not be made.

Guidelines for Curriculum Changes

The institutional requesjfor approval of a new program should con-

tain the following:

1. A description of the proposed new unit.

2. The date on which it is sought to become effective.

3. The reasons which support the proposal.

4. Examples of similar programs, if any, operated by other insti-

tutions in Illinois and in other states.

5. Estimated cost of operating the proposed new unit during the

first full year of operation.

6. Estimated cost of operating the proposed new unit during its

sixth full year of operation if it is not previously terminated.

7. The date on which the program is expected to terminate.

8. Any other data appropriate to adequate analysis of the request.

1
See Appendix C for the actual forms used for institutional requests

in Illinois.
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IOWA STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Structure

The Iowa State Board of Regents consists of nine members appointed

by the Governor, nominated from the State at large, solely with regard

to their qualifications and fitness to discharge the duties of office.

Authority and Responsibility

In addition to the several institutions of higher education, the

State Board of Regents also has control and supervision over the Iowa

School for the Blind, the School for the Deaf, the State Sanitarium,

and the State Hospital School.

For these institutions, including those of higher education, the

Board directs the expenditures of all appropriations made to the res-

pective institutions.

The Board is required biannually to report to the Governor and the

Legislature such facts, observations, and conclusions respecting each

institution as, in the judgment of the Board, should be considered by

the Legislature.

KANSAS BOARD OF REGENTS

The State of Kansas' Board of Regents has no formal procedures which

arerequired in the presentation of proposals for new programs. However,

the Board does initially ask the petitioning institution to make a deter-

mination as to whether the new program is within the scope of the mission

of the institution. The Board will also closely consider the financial

requirements of the proposed new Programs.
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In addition to institutional justification of a new program, the

Board frequently requests the institution to augment their own report

with consultant reports from the Council of Graduate Schools to be sure

that the program has been evaluated--not only by the institution faculty,

but by outsiders as well.

Although, in general, the approval of a new program is rather eas-

ily obtained by the institution, the Board is refusing to adopt new pro-

grams in an increasing number of cases, unless it can be determined that

the educational system will suffer because of the lack of the program.

MASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Structure

The Board is composed of eleven members, seven of which are ap-

pointed by the Governor; one to be a member of the Board of Trustees of

a private institution in Massachusetts, one a member of the Massachusetts

Council AFL-CIO, and two of whom are women. No appointive member may be

employed by an educational institution or by the State of Massachusetts.

Also, no person serving as a trustee for any public institution o higher

education may be an appointive member.

Authority

The State Board of Higher Education is located functionally within

the State Department of Education. However, it is functionally autono-

mous and not subject to the control of the latter. The Board of Higher

Education does have a mandate for state institutional control and coor-

dination.
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Responsibility

The general powers and duties of the Board of Higher Education are:

1. To facilitate, support, and delineate functions and programs

for public institutions of higher education.

2. To allocate to them the responsibility and autonomy to discharge

such functions.

3. To plan and develop efficient and effective coordination among

the state-supported institutions; provided, however, that the

termination of individual courses within a general program of

study shall be the sole responsibility of each public institution.

4. The Board shall coordinate such educational services as are com-

mon to all segments and institutions of public higher education.

5. The Board shall review the annual budget and capital outlay re-

quests of public institutions of higher education and the seg-

ments in public education as a whole.

New Program Approval

The Massachusetts Board of Higher Education has the responsibility

for approving new degrees and major new programs, including the esta-

blishment of branches or campuses. The Board's philosophy in these mat-

ters is that plans should be well formulated so as to provide for the

orderly growth of public higher education, as a whole, and in each of

its components.

Further, the Board may authorize, upon approval of the governing

board concerned, the transfer of an institution from one segment of

public higher education in another; i.e., a state college becoming a

university.
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Existing Prear2ms

The Board has the power to authorize, "upon the approval of the

governing board concerned, the termination of any program or degree."

Mbre broadly speaking, the Board may initiate changes in functions

and program of the state institutions involved.

At a lower level, the Board has neither the responsibility, nor

power for approving new courses or format of courses, or reorganization

of material within existing programs.

Institutional Guidelines for Curriculum Charles

There exist no rigid guidelines for curriculum modifications or ad-

ditions, except that the same body of information is requested that the

trustees used in granting their approval at their own institutions, prior

to the forwarding of the request to the Board. In this particular Board's

experience, there is a great deal of variance in the amount of informa-

tion the trustees of the various institutions require. Plans are current-

ly underway to standardize this procedure before the end of 1968.

MICHIGAN BUREAU OF HIGHER EDUCATIoN AND
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Authority

The constitutional charge to the Michigan State Board of Education,

in relation to higher education is:

1. To do general planning and coordination,

2. To provide general supervision of public community and junior

colleges, and

3. To advise the Legislature as to finahcial requirements.
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Responsibility

The responsibility of the State Board of Education is to do overall

planning and coordinating, based on recommendations submitted by the

Bureau of Higher Education.

New Program Approval

The inauguration of new programs by individual institutions is con-

sidered to be clearly related to planning and coordination at the state

level; and, on this basis, must be reviewed by the Board in the context

of overall planning and coordination. An institution has the opportunity

to appeal to the State Board of Education when the staff of the Bureau

of Higher Education has indicated that a particular program will not be

recommended for support. However, if the State Board of Education con-

curs with the staff recommendation, the institution still has recourse

to submit an appeal of its case to the Executive Office and subsequently

to the Legislature.

New academic programs (new degree programs, majors, and other signi-

ficant new combinations of courses offered for credit) are reported on

academic program forms. All new academic programs to be financed in whole

or in part from state appropriations or student fees are reported on these

forms in order to permit their review from the standpoint of overall plan-

ning and coordination, and of state financial support.

Existing Programs

While the Board is concerned with state support for existing program,

the Higher Education Bureau does not usually seek additional information
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from institutions beyond that already provided in executive appropriation

requests.

An inventory of programs currently in existence in the several col-

leges and universities is being developed to be used as background infor-

mation for evaluation of new program proposals.

Guidelines for New Curricula

Following receipt of new program forms, an analysis is made to de-

termine if the program should receive routine review or whether a more

detailed analysis is indicated.

1. Routine review procedures are used for new academic programs,

which are:

a. Closely related to the established program and stated goals

of the institution,

b. Comparable with a statewide plan for the development of

higher education, and

c. Responsive to an established need.

2. Detailed review procedures are used for new programs not suit-

able for routine review, including those which require sub-

stantial new state funds. Such review, in cooperation with

the institution, proceeds as rapidly as possible, but in some

cases may take several months or longer.

The process for detailed program review consists of a six-step pro-

cedure:
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1. Forwarding to the institution a copy of Guidelines For Submis-

sion of a Proposal and completion of this detailed form by the

institution.

2. Review of the proposed program in relation to a state plan for

higher education.

3. Analysis of the need for the proposed program.

4. Review of the detailed proposal prepared by the institution.

5. Recommendation of a committee of scholars, and

6. Staff recommendations to the State Board of Education.

MONTANA COUNCIL OF PRESIDENTS

Structure

The Council of Presidents is composed of seven members. These mem-

bers are the presidents of the six units of the Montana University System

and the Executive Secretary of the Montana University System.

Authority

The Council of Presidents is a regularly-constituted organization

under the authority of the State Board of Education, ex-officio Regents

of the Montana University System.

Responsibility

The Council of Presidents was created on September 11, 1967.

currently functions under the Board of Regents as advisor to the Regents

in administrative, academic, and fiscal matters. The Council also func-

tions under the direction of the Board of Regents as advisor to the
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Board in the area of over-all coordination between the units of the Mon-

tana University System.

Program Approval

The procedure outlined below is essentially the same for new pro-

gram approval and changes in already-existing programs.

1. The faculty members will propose to faculty councils requests

for change.

2. The administration of a unit may request a change in.institu-

tional program.

3. These questions are usually passed on by the faculty senate or

its equivalent.

4. The administrator of the unit will discuss this with the Coun-

cil of Presidents.

5. The Council may or may not agree to the proposals; however, this

does not prevent their submission to the Board of Regents. It

is important to note here that a real adverse feeling on the part

of the Council will usually prevent action by the Board until

the problems or questions are resolved to the satisfaction of

the Council.

6. The Council evaluates for the Board, the information submitted

with the proposed curriculum change.

7. In the final analysis, it is the Board of Regents that accepts,

rejects, or defers the request.

The program approval outline is tentative and subject to revision

by the Board.
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Guidelines for Curriculum Changes to be Submitted to the University
Council

Guidelines for all curriculum changes, as outlined by the Montana

Council of Presidents, to be submitted to the University Council are

as follows:

1. In relation to the staff:

a. Will this cause an addition to the staff ? If so, how

many?

b. In what way will this proposal attract new faculty?

c. Have staff members in similar departments at the other

units discussed this proposal? If so, what did they in-

dicate?

2. In relation to the students:

a. Is the proposal a duplication within the unit; i.e., how

many students, both graduate and undergraduate, are invol-

ved in this curriculum? (The undergraduate courses should

be broken down into lower and upper division.)

b. Is the program being offered in another institution in

Montana? If so, where and to what extent? What are the

enrollments?

c. What are the projected number of graduates over a period

of five years?

3. In relation to the courses:

a. Are courses presently being taught that would partially

or completely satisfy the degree requirements? If so, what

are the statistics for the courses?
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b. How many new courses are to be added and how many are re-

quired for the degree?

c. Will this strengthen present degree offerings and how?

4. In relation to the facilities:

a. What will be the needs for the proposal for a period of

ten years?

b. How will this growth fit into the overall development pro-

gram? How about the development in related areas?

5. In relation to the budget:

a. What are the projected increased costs over the present

biennium?

b. Over the next five years?

6. In relation to the Master Plan:

a. How does the proposal fit into the Master Plan?

b. Should the Master Plan be altered because of this recom-

mendation if approval is granted?

The Montana Council of Presidents defines a "curriculum change" as

being:

1. Course changes which alter tne basic purpose of the institutional

program;

2. a change in degree program offering;

3. a change in major or minor offering;

4. course changes which lead toward new degree offerings, course

name changes, or credit change within an existing minor, major,
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or degree offering shall not be considered a curriculum change

and shall not require university committee review.

NEW JERSEY BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Structure

The Board is composed of fifteen regular members, plus two ex-of-

ficio members without vote (the Chancellor, the Board's executive officer,

and the State Commission of Educati6n).

Authority

Effective July 1, 1967, the New Jersey Board of Higher Education was

granted jurisdiction over all state-supported higher education, which in-

cluded Rutgers, the State University, the six state colleges, the county

colleges, the public junior colleges, the industrial.schools, and any

other university. State colleges or state-supported institutions esta-

blished at a-later date will also be under the jurisdiction of the New

Jersey Board of Higher Edflcation.

Responsibility

1. To advance long-range planning for the system of higher educa-

tion as to the whole in the State.

2. Establish general policy for the governance for the separate

institutions.

3. Coordinate the activites of the individual institutions which,

taken together, make up the system of higher education in New

Jersey.
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4. Maintain general financial oversight of the state system of

higher education.

5. Develop and maintain a comprehensive master plan which shall

be long-range in nature and be regularly revised and updated.

New Pro ram Approval

The criteria, as listed by the New Jersey Board of Higher Education,

for new program approval follows:

1. The Board has the power to establish new colleges, schools,

units, divisions, institutes, departments, branches, and cam-.

puses, as required by the Master Plan, provided that provision

is made therefor in the annual or a supplemental or special ap-

propriation act of the Legislature.

2. Establish minimum admission standards for all public instirtu-

tions of higher-education, except that nothing in the act shall .

be construed to prevent individual institutions from establish-

ing higher minimum admission requirements.

3. Establish minimum standards for all ?ublic institutions of

higher education for degree granting, for the approval of new

programs or degrees, and the approval of discontinuance of de-

grees and educational programs, as required.

4. Receive all budget requests from institutions, coordinate and

balance such requests, and submit a combined request for approp-

riation annually to the Governor.
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Existing Programs

The criteria, as listed by the New Jersey Board of Higher Educa-

tion, for existing programs follows:

1. Review periodically existing programs of instructicn, research,

and public service in the public institutions of higher educa-

tion and advise them of desirable changes.

2. Exercise enforcement powers.

3. Exercise visitorial general powers of supervision and control

over such institutions of higher education as may be utilized

by the State. Its visitorial general power of supervision and

control are losely defined as visiting such institutions of

higher education for examination into their manner of conduct-

ing their affairs and to enforce an observance of the laws of

the State.

Otner Activities

Other activities of the Board include the following:

1. Encourage cooperative programs by institutions of higher educa-

tion.

2. Assist in coordination of state and federal activities relating

to higher education.

NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF REGENTS

Structure

The Board of Regents has as its staff, the State Education Depart-

ment (now about 3500 employees), which includes a substantial number of
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professional higher educators. The group responsible for higher educa-

tion of the Board of Regents is the Division of Higher Education and the

Division's Bureau of College Evaluation is the unit that actually reviews

the proposals, makes institution visits, etc.

Authority

In the State of New York, the statewide planning, coordinating, and

governing body for all education is the New York State Board of Regents.

The Regents' authority extends over both public and private education.

Responsibility

The responsibility for chartering all colleges and universities in

the State, granting their degree powers, and accrediting their courses

of study, both undergraduate and graduate, has been given to the Division

of Higher Education of the Board of Regents.

New Program Approval

The establishment of new colleges, branch campuses, the addition of

new degree powers, adding to the level of instruction, and changing the

name of the institution are all charter matters which require a formal,

legal petition to the Board of Regents.

If, on the other hand, the addition of a new course of study (new

curriculum or new degree program), does not require a legal petition from

the Board of Regents, the requesting institution must still satisfy the

Division of Higher Education that it is ready to take the step it is pro-

posing.



The Board is not concerned with individual academic courses and,

therefore, does not require approval of what is considered an integral

academic reorganization. The Board does, however, respond to requests

to provide consultative advice on any matter having to do with its col-

leges and universities.

Guidelines for Curriculum Changes

In addition to a formal body of knowledge, a certain sequence of

steps are required of a university when requesting approval for a new

program or curriculum.

1. The institution in the person of a dean or the President, in-

quires informally about what the Board requires in terms of

documentation for such a proposal.

2. The proposal would next be sent to the Board for evaluation.

Usually the Board requests additional information or clarifi-

cation.

3. Next, the staff decides whether an institutional visit will

have to be made. A visit is always made in the case of uew

degree powers, or the addition of a number of new curricula.

If the institution wishes to introduce one or a few curricula,

the documentary material submitted is evaluated with interim

approval granted on this basis, pending a periodic accredita-

tion visit.

Appendix D contains a Checklist and a Faculty Data Sheet, which

have been reproduced to show what data is requested in preparation for

an accreditation visit.
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In general, the addition of new curricula and new levels of instruc-

tion, such as master's degree powers for four-year colleges or doctoral

powers for institutions not previously authorized to do doctoral work,

require complete documentation as follows:

1. The institution must show that there is need for the program,

both in terms of an adequate source of students, and in approp-

riate cases, in terms of job opportunities after graduation.

2. The institution must satisfy the Board that the proposed pro-

gram would not add to needless proliferation of such programs

in the State and there must be no competition with existing in-

stitutions in the vicinity.

3. Documentation is required to show that the institution has the

ability to carry out the program successfully in terms of:

a. financial resources;

b. material resources, such as equipment;

c. laboratories and space;

d. quantity and quality of faculty;

e. support of the proper kind in the library;

f. procedures assuring adequate standards of admission;

g. proper guidance of students;

h. all other safeguards associated with quality higher educa-

tion, and

i. the proposed program must be in consonance with the avowed

purposes of the education community in the State of New

York.
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NORTH CAROLINA BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Structure

The State Board of Higher Education in North Carolina consists of

15 citizens of the State, one of whom is a member of the State Board

of Education, appointed by the Governor, but none of whom are officers

or employees of the State or trustees of any state-supported institution

of higher education.

Eight members of the Board are appointed by the Governor, four mem-

bers are selected by the trustees of the state-supported senior colleges,

two of whom are selected by the trustees of the University.

Authority

The Board possesses such powers as are necessary and proper for the

exercise of its specific responsibilities, outlined in this section. In

North Carolina, the State Board of Education and not the State Board cif

Higher Education has the sole authority to administer, at the state

level, the system of community colleges, technical institutes, and in-

dustrial education centers.

Responsibility

The responsibilities, as outlined by the North Carolina Board of

Higher Education, follow:

1. The primary responsibility of the Board of Higher Education

shall be to plan and coordinate the major educational functions

and activities of higher education in the State and to allot

the functions and activities of the institutions of higher educa-

tion.
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2. The Board shall determine the types of degrees which shall be

granted by each of the institutions.

3. The Board shall make visits to the institutions as it deems

necessary and proper in the performance of its duties.

4. The Board has responsibility of reviewing each institution's

biennial budget requests to determine whether the requests

are consistent with the primary purposes of the institution

and with the functions and activities allocated to the insti-

tution by statute or by the Board.

New Program Approval

Institutions under the julisdiction of the Board will submit for

the Board's action all proposals for new types of degrees. Institutions

not currently authorized to offer graduate degree programs will submit,

for the Board's action, all proposals for adding new degree programs

(majors) and new degree titles. Institutions already authorized to of-

fer master's degree programs will submit all new professional and gra-

duate degree programs and new degree titles for the Board's action.

The Board defines a new degree program as one that lies in a field

or area of study not already authorized for the institution proposing it

or when it involves a higher level of degree than has previously been

authorized for that field at that institution.

Existing Programs

In contrast to the above, approval is not generally required when

an institution, by providing new arrangements for existing courses,
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offers new options within authorized degree programs. There are times,

however, when Board approval is necessary for changes in existing pro-

grams. In general, if there is a change which would represent a dis-

tinctly different purpose, philosophy, or program of studies, requir-

ing substantial increases in faculty, facilities, or library holdings,

the change should be fully described and forwarded to the Board for ap-

proval. In effect, a request for this type of change is treated as a

new program request. What is actually meant by changes in existing pro-

grams are those of a less substantial nature which do not materially

affect the nature of the degree program itself, although the Board should

be kept informed of such changes. Single course changes within exist-

ing degree programs do not need Board authorization.

Guidelines for Curriculum Chan2es

Institutional procedures

A proposal to add a new degree program shall contain, where appli-

cable, at least the following information:

1. A detailed description of the proposed program showing:

a. What degree will be awarded upon completion of the program.

b. How and why the program proposal was developed.

c. What the nature and objectives of the program are.

d. How it differs from existing programs at the institution.

e. How the proposed program is related to the statutory pur-

poses of the institution.
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f. What benefits may accrue to the institution and to the State

if the program is established.

g. What organizational arrangements will be employed in the ad-

ministering of the program.

h. If a new organizational arrangement is proposed, a full des-

cription of it.

i. If appropriate, a description of the core of the curriculum;

for the master's degree, an indication of the minimum number

of hours required.

j. Attachment of tentative catalog description of the proposed

program.

2. A statement describing the need for the program, including an

indication of present and probable future student interest and

demand for the program, and evidence of opportunities available

to possible graduates of the prograt; if appropriate.

3. A description of resources (a) now available, and (b) needed for

the proposed program including:

a. Faculty involved (for proposals for graduate and professional

degree prograos, give rank, highest earned degree, biblio-

graphy, experience, specialization, and research interests

and projects).

b. Library facilities as they relate to the program.

c. Necessary supporting courses, programs, or services.

d. Space requirements.

e. Other facilities and equipment or supplies necessary for

the program.
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4. A statement concerning the cost of the proposed program, show-

ing cost estimates for new expenditures required in the early

years of the program. Items which should be considered are

projections of costs for faculty, service personnel, space,

capital equipment, library and research facilities, scholar-

ships and fellowship aid and assistance, and materials and sup-

plies.

5. An indication of possible sources of funds other than state

funds to meet the costs of the proposed program and of steps

taken, if any, to obtain those funds. (For graduate programs,

it should be shown what type of financial aid is available for

students.)

6. A statement as to accreditation needed, if any, for the pro-

posed program and plans for achieving accreditation.

7. A schedule or time table as to when the proposed addition will

become operative, if approved by the Board.

In addition to all of the above required data, further information

is requested for new graduate or professional degrees:

1. An indication that proposals have been referred to and consi-

dered by at least two outside consultants in the particular pro-

gram area involved, whose consideration shall include a visit

to the campus to review the proposed program and a written re-

port to the appropriate officials of :he institution.

2. The names, titles, and addresses of other persons outstanding

in the field of the proposal on whom the Board might call for

.404.34.0106.....0441/M42.64,61604.041040res,'.4*.40,611...».....a4,0*,40,..4.114.411.4014441.1110.44,44-4,nvo:.*.4,...
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additional advice, if it deems it to be necessary, should also be sup-

plied.

Board Procedures

The decision of the Board concerning authorization of the degree

proposal will be based upon:

1. Appropriateness of the prograwfor the institution, as defined

by the General Statutes.

2. The quality of the program with particular emphasis upon re-

sources of institutions such as faculty, curriculum, library,

and physical facilities.

3. The demonstrated need for the proposed program. It should be

pointed out that authorizing a given institution to conduct a

program does not necessarily mean that other institutions in

the State will be denied an opportunity to offer identical or

similar programs. It should be noted, however, that the Board

may suggest inter-institutional collaboration and cooperation

for certain programs.

4. In a subject matter area in which the Board has previously

authorized an institution to offer a program at the doctorate

or second professional degree level, and the institution sub-

sequently requests approval to undertake a program in the same

area at a lower level (master or first professional degree),

the details required under the guidelines of the last section

shall not be required. Such proposals shall come before the

Board for action, but the proposal may take the form of a letter
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setting forth the general outline of the program proposed and

describing the need and rationalization therefor.

5. All proposals received by the Board will be referred for study

and recommendations to the Educational Programs Committee of

the Board. Additional advice and comment concerning propos-

als and institutional capacity to offer them may be sought by

the Committee.

6. Each proposal will be acted upon by the Board within three

months from the date of receipt. The Board may act upon pro-

posals at any regular or called meeting at which a quorum of

the members is present.

7. No proposed activity requiring Board of Higher Education a

proval may be advertised, or otherwise publicized prior to ap-

proval by the Board of Higher Education.

NORTH DAKOTA STATE BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Structure

The State Board of Higher Education is composed of seven members

who are appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the

Senate, to serve seven-year terms.

No board may have more than one alumnus from any one state-supported

institution within North Dakota.

No person employed in a state institution may serve on the Board,

or be eligible for board service until two years beyond the point of

termination of service.
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The Board employs a state commissioner of higher education as its

executive officer.

Authority

All state-supported institutions in North Dakota are administered

by the Board. The general authority and powers of the Board are:

1. The State Board of Higher Education shall have full authority,

over the institutions under its control with the right to pre-

scribe, limit, or modify the courses offered at the several in-

stitutions.

2. In fUrtherance of its powers, the Board shall have the power

to delegate to its employees details of the administration of

the institutions under its control.

3. The Board shall have authority to organize or reorganize, with-

in constitutional statutory limitations, the work of each insti-

tution under its control, and to do everything necessary and

proper for the efficient and economical administration thereof.

4. The State Board of Higher Education shall have the control of

the expenditure of the funds belonging and allocated to the in-

stitutions under its control and also of those appropriated by

the Legislative Assembly for such institutions; however, funds

appropriated by the Legislative Assembly and specifically de-

signated for any one or more of such institutions shall not be

used for any other institution.
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Responsibility

are:

The specific powers and duties of the Board of Higher Education

1. To coordinate and correlate the work in the different insti-

tutions, to minister to the needs and the proper development

of each institution in harmony with the best interests of the

people of the State, and to improve highest technical educa-

tion in the State.

2. To act in consultation with the president of each institution,

to minister to the needs and proper development of each insti-

tution in harmony with the best interests of the people of

the State, and to improve higher and technical education in

the State.

3. To adopt rules, regulations, and by-laws for the government of

each of such institutions and for all the departments and bran-

ches thereof.

4. To elect and remove the president or other faculty heads, the

professors, the instructors, the teachers, the officers, and

the other employees of the several institutions under its con-

trol; to fix their salaries within the limits of legislative

appropriations; to fix the terms of office; to prescribe the

duties.

5. To make recommendations in regard to needed legislation for

the institutions under its control.
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OHIO BOARD OF REGENTS

Structure

The Board of Regents consists of eleven members, nine appointed by

the Governor. No appointive members of the Regents may be a trustee,

officer, or employee of any public or private college or university.

Further, the Chancellor shall not be a trustee officer or employee of

any public or private college while serving the Board.

Authority

The Board has authority, by law, to approve or disapprove all new

curricula, as well as having general management authority for the State's

higher education system.

Responsibility

Some of the more important duties of the Board are:

1. Make studies of state policy in the field of higher education

and formulate a master plan for higher education for the State,

considering the needs of the people, the needs of the State,

and the role of the individual, public, and private institu-

tions within the State in fulfilling these needs.

2. Approve or disapprove the establishment of new branches or.

academic centers of state colleges and universities.

3. Approve cr disapprove the establishment of state technical in-

stitutions or any other state institution of higher education.

4. Recommend the nature of the programs--undergraduate, graduate,

professional, and state financed research and public services--
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which should be offered by the State colleges, universities,

and other state-assisted institutions of higher education in

order to utilize, to the best advantage, their facilities and

personnel.

5. Recommend to the State colleges, universities, and other state-

assisted institutions of higher education, programs which could

be eliminated because they constitute unnecessary duplication

or for other good and sufficient cause.

6. Recommend which programs should be added to their present pro-

grams.

7. Conduct studies for state institutions of higher education to

assist them in making the best and most efficient use of their

existing facilities and personnel.

New Program Approval

The Board of Regents approves or disapproves all new degrees and

new degree programs at all state colleges, universities, and other state-

assisted institutions of higher education.

Guidelines for Curriculum Changes--Procedure for Consideration of New
De rees and New De ree Pro rams Other Pre-Doctoral Degrees

Procedure for consideration

The procedures for consideration of new degrees and new degree pro-

grams follow:

1. Any state-assisted institution of higher education desiring to

introduce a new degree or new degree program shall present such
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request to the Ohio Board of Regents for approval or disapproval

after all required internal clearances or approvals have been

provided, including approval by the Board of Trustees or Board

of Directors of the institution.

2. The proposal for a new degree or new degree program shall be

presented to the Chancellor of the Ohio Board of Regents in ten

copies. The proposal will provide the necessary information,

as outlined below.

3. The proposal will be reviewed by the staff of the Board of Re-

gents. If it is deemed desirable to do so, the Chancellor may

refer the request to an advisory committee of the Board for

evaluation in terms of need and in terms of standards of desired

performance.

4. The Chancellor shall present a recommendation to the Board for

approval or disapproval of each proposed new degree or each pro-

posed new degree program received by the Board. The interested

institution shall be given an opportunity to present a state-

ment of position on the matter at the same time.

5. The Ohio Board of Regents will vote approval or disapproval of

each new degree request or each new degree program request at

an official and regularly-scheduled meeting of the Board.

Information needed

Each proposal for a new degree or new degree program shall provide

the following information:



1. Designation of the new degree or new degree program, with a

brief description of its purpose.

2. Description of proposed curriculum.

3. Administrative arrangements for the program: department and

school or college involved.

4. Evidence of need for new degree or new degree program.

5. Prospective enrollment.

6. Faculty and facilities available for program and their adequacy.

7. Needs for additional facilities and staff and plans for meeting

these needs.

8. Projected financial needs to support program and adequacy of

expected subsidy and other income to meet these needs.

9. Information about use of consultants or advisory committees in

the development of degree proposal or degree program proposal,

with copies of reports from such consultants or advisory com-

mittees.

1
Procedures for consideration of new doctoral degree programs

The following is a reproduction of the major portion of the above-

titled document, reproduced verbatim because it is one of the very few

such documents that outline,in great detail,the procedures and guidelines

to be followed by an institution wishing to inaugurate a new doctoral

program. The request would be reviewed by the State Board of Regents.

1
Ohio Board of Regents (R.G. 1-07)
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Procedure for consideration

1. The approval or disapproval of new doctoral degrees or degree

programs is an action of great importance to the State of Ohio

and to each state-assisted university and will be handled with

appropriate care.

2. Approval or disapproval of new doctoral degrees and new doctor-

al degree programs will be voted on in a formal and official

meeting of the Ohio Board of Regents, only after the most care-

ful exploration and consideration of the merits of the proposal,

by the staff, by an advisory committee, and by consultants,

when advice is requested, with final review of all recommends-

41 ,

tions reserved for the members of the Board themselves.

3, In addition to the role of the staff of the Board of Regents

in the encouragement, review, and coordination of rew doctoral

degree programs, the Chancellor is directed to consult the Ad-

visory Committee on Graduate Study, to consist of one representa-

tive from each state-assisted university, in the planning and re-

view of proposed doctoral programs.

4. Because the planning of doctoral programs requires long-range

commitments of staff and other resources by a state-assisted

university, it is desirable to have two distinct steps in the

approval procedure. The first action will be "approval of doc-

toral program for planning purposes" and the second action will

be "approval of new degree program" which constitutes final

authorization. Ordinarily, when the first approval has been
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given by the Board of Regents, the final authorization will

follow if and when all necessary planning procedures have been

completed.

Approval for planning purposes

1. A state-assisted university will submit to the Chancellor of

the Board of Regents a statement of proposal when the univer-

sity desires to seek approval of a doctoral degree program for

planning purposes.

2. This statement of proposal shall include the following informa-

tion:

a. The designation and general nature of the proposed program

described in a statement of about five pages covering the

points to be discussed in detail in the proposal.

b. Declaration of interest in and willingness to support the

proposed program.

c. Description of proposed program, with particular attention

to any unique characteristics.

d. Institutional justification for the proposed program.

e. Current resources of staff, library, facilities, and students

for proposed program.

f. Current weaknesses and plan for eliminating these, with

indication of expected timetable.

g. Organizational arrangements for graduate study generally

and for development of proposed program.
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h. Planned budget year by year for the next five years.

3. Upon receipt of fifteen copies of the proposal for planning

purposes, the Chancellor will provide copies to members of the

Advisory Committee on Graduate Study and will consult with them

about the need for such a program and the desirability of approv-

ing or disapproving the program for planning purposes.

4. Upon advice of the Advisory Committee, the Chancellor may make

arrangements to retain one or more consultants from outside the

State of Ohio to review the need for the proposed program and

the feasibility of the planning arrangements for the proposed

program.

5. The following criteria are of major importance in the approval

of a new doctoral program:

a. Evidence of a need for additional Ph.D. student capacity

and Ph.D. recipients.

b. Evidence of a local need and of local resources for a parti-

cular Ph.D. program.

c. Experimental and innovative Ph.D. plans.

d. Ph.D. programs needed to support and to develop existing

Ph.D. programs.

e. Evidence of existing resources upon which to build a Ph.D.

program (staff resources and quality, facility resources,

and a strong master's program).

f. Concentration of effort by individual institutions upon

selected Ph.D. programs.
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6. The Chancellor will submit his recommendation to the Board of

Regents upon each proposed doctoral program for planning pur-

poses.

Approval of proposed doctoral degree program

1. After a state-assisted university has received approval for

planning purposes of a proposed doctoral degree program, the

university will proceed with its planning activity.

2. The state-assisted university will keep the Chancellor or the

Board of Regents informed about progress in planning the doc-

toral program, and the Chancellor will keep the Advisory Com-

mittee on Graduate Study informed of this proc-ress.

3. When a state-assisted university considers itself ready to in-

troduce the new doctoral degree program, the university will

request final authorization of the program by the Ohio Board

of Regents.

4. This request will be accompanied by fifteen copies of a final

report on the proposed doctoral degree program. This report

will include the following information:

a. Review of proposed program.

b. Review of progress in acquiring staff and other resources

for program.

c. Review of plans for recruitment of students and projection

of anticipated enrollment.

d. Review of plans for financial support.

e. Status of arrangements for provisional accreditation.
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5. Upon receipt of request for program approval, the Chancellor

will distribute this to members of the Advisory Committee on

Graduate Study and will obtain the Committee's evaluation of

the satisfactory status of progress.

6. If, after consultation with the Advisory Committee, the Chan-

cellor is satisfied that the plans have not progressed to the

point where the state-assisted university is prepared to under-

take the proposed program, the Chancellor shall so advise the

state-assisted university and suggest further preparation. If

the university wishes to protest this recommendation, the

university may submit its protest at a meeting of the Board of

Regents.

7. The Board of Regents may approve, disapprove, or postpone action

on proposed doctoral programs.

Effectiveness

The procedure established by this rule shall be effective for all

doctoral degree programs submitted to the Board of Regents after January

1, 1967.

OKLAHOMA STATE REGENTS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Structure

The Board of Regents contains nine members, appointed by the Governor

with the advice and consent of the Senate, for a term of nine years. None

of the Regents may be employees or staff members of any state institution

in Oklahoma.
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Authority

The Regents have the authority to prescribe all standards of higher

education application to each institution and to determine the function

and course of study of each institution.

Responsibility

The responsibilities of the Board of Regents are as follows:

1. The Regents serve as the coordinating board for all state in-

stitutions of higher education, including the state-supported

junior colleges, the military academy, and the geographical

survey.

2. The Regents are the degree-granting agency for each of the state-

supported institutions of higher education.

3. The Regents set admission and graduation standards for each inr

stitution in keeping with the assigned function and course of

study.

4. Before each session of the Legislature, the Regents file one

consolidated budget request with the Governor and state fiscal

agency for all higher education. The Regents receive one lump

appropriation for all state-supported higher education, and allot

the proper portion of the State appropriation to each member in-

stitution.

5. The Regents make such studies and such resulting recommendations

as the need indicates regarding higher education in Oklahoma.
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Program Approval

Approval must be secured by any state institution from the Board

of Regents in adding or deleting any new programs and courses.

Guidelines for Curriculum Changes

The Oklahoma State Regents have not, as yet, adopted a definite set

of criteria which must be submitted by institutions under their juris-

diction. However, the State Regents presently operate under the follow-

ing general guidelines.

Twice a year, in January and in July, the State Regents act upon

requests from the 18 colleges and universities in the Oklahoma State

System of Higher Education to effect changes in present courses and pro-

grams of study. In requesting new courses, the institutions are asked

only to list the course number, the department, the number of credit

hours for which the course is being offered, and a description of the

course content. The same procedure is followed in the deletion of old

courses. The approval of individual courses is almost a proforma pro-

cedure, and so particular justification is asked for whenever an insti-

tution makes a request for course changes.

In the case of an institution desiring new offerings in a whole new

program, information of a more detailed nature is required. The admini-

stration is asked to provide a variety of information, including the

societal justification and need for the program, the number of students

desiring to major in the program, the resources to be needed in carrying

out the program (including faculty resources already available), and fin-

ancial resources not yet available, and like information.
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Whenever the State Regents receive a program request from an insti-

tu.:ion, they attempt to ascertain whether or not there is a societal need

for the program; if so, they then must decide whether or not the new pro-

gram belongs at the requesting institution or at some other institution.

In the case of a Ph.D. or a professional program, the Regents will

probably convene an advisory committee, composed of people from the two

state universities, to render counsel with regard to the need and the

proper locl 'on of the program. After this process, the Regents' staff

will then prepare a recommendation for the State Regents, whose decision

is final.

In making their decision with regard to new programs, the State Re-

gents prefer to have access to the total information on the legislative

history of the program at the institutional level. That is, they like

to know what action has been taken at the departmental, college, and

university-wide levels--as well as at the governing board levelwhenever

a new program is asked for by an institution. The State Regents do not

want to authorize programs at those institutions whose faculties have

not recommended the new programs.

OREGON STATE BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Structure

The Board consists of nine regents, appointed by the Governor, with

the consent of the Senate. No member may serve if he is connected with

any state institution of higher education under the State Board.
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Authoritza

The Oregon State Board of Higher Education operates ander the follow-

ing lines of authority and responsibility:

1. To control and manage the property of all state-supported insti-

tutions.

2. To establish and collect f?es for admission and tuition.

3. To prescribe qualifications for admission for each separate in-

stitution, research, extension, educational, and other activities

thereof.

4. To take charge of all relationships between the higher educa-

tional institutions and the State Legislature.

5. To exert full authority or power over the curricula and depart-

ments of each institution. The Board is charged with the res-

ponsibility for visiting the university and other state-supported

institutions inquiring as to the work offered and conducted,

whenever and as often as deemed necessary.

Program Approval

Under the Board policy, institutions of the State system may add or

drop curricula of courses only with the approval of the Board of Higher

Education.

The Board's decisions on any proposed new curricular program must

rest upon a solid base of factual data relating to the extent and the

nature of the need the State has for the proposed new program, the cap-

acity of the requesting institution to offer a high-quality prcram,
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and the costs of the State--both initial and long term--of financing a

high-quality program of the kind being requested.

In regards to course proliferation, the Board takes a firm stand.

The Board specifically mdkes a determination of what courses or depart-

ments, in its judgment, should not be duplicated in the several higher

educational institutions. The Board may direct the elimination of dupli-

cate work from any institution, and determine and define the courses of

study and departments to be offered and conducted by each institution.

On this matter, any person may appear before the Board of Higher Educa-

tion for a hearing, so as to lay before the Board data or arguments for

maintaining or eliminating any duplicated course or department.

Guidelines for Curriculum Changes

The Board anticipated that the institutions requesting new programs

or the expansion of existing programs where Board authorization is re-

quired will present to the Board the factual data which the institution

found persuasive in coming to the decision to request the program.

Proposed curricular changes submitted to the Board's office by the

presidente of the institutions are subject to further review at three

levels within the Board's operation, as follows:

1. The Board's office (Office of Academic Affairs) makes a careful

analysis of all curricular requests. It presents this writ-

ten analysis to the Board's Committee on Academic Affairs, with

a recommendation that the Committee recommend to the Board the

approval, disapproval, or deferment of action on the proposal

to allow further study.
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2. The Board's Committea on Academic Affairs schedules a meeting

for consideration of ,he curricular proposal. The institution's

written presentation of its proposal and the Office of Academic

Affairs' analysis of the proposal form the basis for the discus-

sion which is participated in by representatives of the insti-

tution, the Board's office, and the Board's Committee on Academic

Affairs, supplemented by such other members of the Board as find

it possible to attend. Out of the Committee's meeting develops

the Committee's recommendation to the Board that the Board

approve, disapprove, or defer for further study the proposal in

question.

3. At the next meeting of the Board of Higher Education, the Board's

Committee on Academic Affairs presents its report to the Board

with its recommendations for Board action. Before acting upon

the Committee's recommendation, the Board offers opportunity

for further discussion by any interested parties, including in-

stitutional representatives, the Board's office or the Board mem-

bers themselves.

Graduate and Professional Education

Guidelines for new graduate and professional education programs must

be spelled out in great detail within a specified format. Simply re-

questing factual data which the institution finds persuasive in coming

to their own decision in requesting the program is not sufficient. The

rationale for requesting such detailed information is that professional

and advanced programs tend to be highly expensive, taxing the resources
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of the State; therefore, it is difficult to develop a high-quality pro-

gram at any single institution without a proper allocations system for

the development of which considerable factual data is necessary.

Specifically, these guidelines are:

1. The Board will consider each request on its merits. Insti-

tutions making such requests should be expected to evaluate

their proposals for the Board in such terms as the following:

a. The relationship of the proposal program to the cbject-

ives of the institution as these are apparent in the ap-

proved state system of institutional guidelines.

b. The relationship of the proposed program to existing

programs In the same field. Is the new program intended

to supplement, complement, or duplicate existing state

system programs? In the light of the existing state

system programs in the same field, why is the proposed

new program needed? Is it designed to serve primarily a

regional need? A state need?

c. The growth prospects of the proposed program. How many

students will it serve now? In the immediate future?

In a long-ranging future?

d. If it seems pertinent to the subject area in question,

the employment opportunities for persons prepared in the

proposed program.

(1). What facilities has the institution appropriated

to the needs of a high-quality program in the field
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(library, laboratory, or other facilities and equip-

ment)?

(2). How many faculty members are qualified to parti-

cipate in the program?

(3). Does the institution have such related undergraduate

and graduate programs as may be essential to give

needed support to the proposed new program?

(4). What elements of the program, if any, are presently

in operation at the institution?

/ 5). In instances in which the institution has an under-

graduate program in the subject area or field in

question, has the undergraduate program been fully

accredited by the appropriate accrediting agency?

e. The cost implications of the proposed program--both cur-

rent and capital costs. What is estimated to be the total

cost of instituting a high-quality program in the insti-

tution in the field of question--both immediate and long-

range costs?

f. The relationship of the proposed new program to future

aspirations of the institution. Is the proposed program

the first of several curricular steps the institution

has in mind in reaching a long-term goal? What are the

next steps to be if the Board approves the program pre-

sently proposed.

g. Projected student credit hour cost of instruction in the
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proposed program. Given the estimated costs of operating a

program of excellence in the fields in question and the num-

ber of students who can be expected to enroll, will the student

hour cost of the program be a reasonable one? If not, can

the student credit hour cost be justified on any rational basis?

2. The Board will seek to inform itself concerning at least three

other relevant questions:

a. What is likely to be the impact of the proposed program

upon similar programs in the State system? Professional

programs tend to be expensive programs. If, by the addi-

tion of a second or third graduate and/or professional

program in the same field in the State system, there would

appear to be a threat to the continued accreditation of an

existing program, the Board will wish to give approval to

the new program only if the advantages to the State system

of such approval outweigh the disadvantages if the program

were approved.

b. Can the same program be offered more efficiently or to

the benefit of more students in some other institution of

the State system?

c. What other alternative means are there for meeting the

needs which have been identified in the proposal?

General Policies Applying to Professional Programs

The following general policies will guide the Board in assessing
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institutional requests for authorization of professional programs.

The Board will:

1. Approve a new professional program only if the Board feels as-

sured of the availability, at the time or in the immediate

future, of sufficient funds to develop the program to a res-

pectable standing, to enable it to become accredited, and,

once accredited, to maintain its accreditation. Cost esti-

mates should be in terms of an on-going, high-quality program

and not a minimal, beginning program.

2. Establish a principle that new professional programs, not be-

fore offered by the State system should be located at the

most appropriate institution, considering such factors as the

focus in the State system of supporting programs and other in-

stitutional or community resources required to give strength

to the new program.

3. Establish the principle that, as a general policy, with per-

haps some provision for planned exceptions for cause, if the

State system's first program in a professional field is

situated at the University of Oregon or Oregon State Univer-

sity, the second authorized program should be developed where

it can serve the largest number of students at the least per-

sonal financial cost. The program at the resident institution

would serve the entire state; the second program would serve

primarily the needs of the students in the region in which

the institution is located.
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4. Establish the general principle that the Board will be re-

luctant to approve any professional program that, as it is

conceived, cannot, within a reasonable period of time, be

accredited. A professional education should offer a student

basis for advancement in the field of flexibility of employ-

ment.

RHODE ISLAND COUNCIL OF PRESIDENTS

Authority and Responsibility

In 1960, Rhode Island created the post of Chancellor of State

Colleges, and appointed the Chancellor as chairman of the Council of

Presidents where consideration was to be given to any new programs re-

commended and consensus reached before it arrives at the Board of Trust-

ees (the State organization with management authority), for their de-

cision. In reality, the President may bypass the Council and, instead,

may submit his program to the Board, even though it may not have been

accepted at the Council of Presidents level. This latter course of

action is infrequently involved, as the Council of Presidents is made

up of the very same individuals who are, of course, the presidents of

the respective institutions. In effect, they would be circumventing

the very group to which they are a part.

Guidelines for Curriculum Changes

The three state institutions in Rhode Island are expected to pro-

vide relevant and complete information as to the needs, facilities re-

quired, faculty addition, if any, number of students, and the essential
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costs involved. In addition, the Board expects background information

as to whether or not there is a duplication in any of the sister insti-

tutions or the local private institutions and other factors of interest.

TEXAS COORDINATING BOARD

Structure

The Board is composed of eighteen members appointed by the Governor

with the advice and consent of the Senate. No member of the Board shall

be employed professionally for remuneration in the field of education

during his term. The Board shall appoint a commission of higher educa-

tion as its chief executive officer.

Authority

The Board represents the highest authority in the State in matters

of public higher education.

Responsibility

Some of the more important responsibilities of the Texas Coordinat-

ing Board are:

1. Develop and publish criteria to be used as a basis (a) for de-

termining the need for changing the classification of any

public institution of higher education, and (b) for determin-

ing the need for new public junior colleges, public senior

colleges, and universities or university systems.

2. Classify and prescribe the role and scope for each public in-

stitution of higher education in Texas and make changes in
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classification or role--scope of such institutions as it deems

necessary.

3. Review periodically all degree and certificate programs offered

by the institutions of higher education to assure that they

meet the present and future needs of the State.

4. Order the initiation, consolidation, or elimination of degree

or certificate programs where such action is in the best inter-

ests of the institutions themselves or the general require-

ments of the State of Texas, or when such action offers hope

of achieving excellence by a concentration of available resour-

ces.

5. Develop and promote one or more degree or certificate programs

to the highest attainable quality at each institution of high-

er education for which there is marked promise of excellence.

6. The Board shall enlist the cooperation of colleges and univer-

sities in developing a statewide plan for the orderly growth

of the Texas system of higher education.

New Program Approval

No new department, school, degree, program, or certificate program

shall be added at any institution of higher education, except with .

specific prior approval of the Board.

Existing Programs

Each governing board must submit to the Coordinating Board an-

nually, a comprehensive list, by department, division, and school, of
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all courses, course descriptions. etc., that will be required during

the following academic year. The Board may order the deletion or con-

solidation of any such courses, after giving due notice as to its rea-

sons and after providing a hearing, if one is requested by the goveia-

ing board.

Research and Extension Programs

The Board has the responsibility to make continuing studies of

the needs of the State for research and for extension and public ser-

vices and to designate the institutions of higher education to perform

research, public service, and extension programs for credit to specific

geographic areas.

In addition, the Board maintains an inventory of all institution-

al and programmatic research, extension, and public service activities

being conducted by the various institutions, whether financed by the

State or not. Once a year, on dates prescribed by the Board, each in-

stitution of higher education reports to the Board all research con-

ducted at such institutions during the last preceding year. All re-

ports are subject to the limitations imposed by security regulations

governing defense contracts for research.

Guidelines for Curriculum Changes--Institutional Requests for New
Instruction Degree-Granting Programs

Descri tion of proposed plc) ram

The descriptions for any proposed program are as follows:

1. What is the title and nature of the proposed program?
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2. What degree or certificate is contemplated, if any?

3. List the course offerings to comprise the program. Which of

these courses will be new ones?

4. Outline a semester-by-semester curriculum for the proposed

program.

5. What special requirements will be enforced? If a graduate de-

gree is contemplated, is a thesis required? If not, what will

be substituted?

6. Has the proposed program, or one similar to it, been offered

in this institution at any time prior to this request?

7. How many similar programs are offered elsewhere in Texas?

Where?

8. Justify the need for the proposed program. Be precise.

9. Is the proposed program approved by the institution's Board

of Control? When?

Projected enrollment

1. Project the enrollment for the proposed program for the next

ftve years. Explain the basis for this projection.

2. Explain the likely source of students who will enroll in this

program. (Will they come from existing programs or will they

be attracted to the institution to enroll in the proposed pro-

gram?)
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Faculty

1. Give the number of persons presently on the faculty who will

be most directly involved in the proposed program. List for

each faculty member the name, rank, highest degree, and pre-

sent course load.

2. Calculate the present student-faculty ratio in the subject

field(s) or department(s) in which the proposed program will

be offered. (Divide full-time equivalent students by full-

time equivalent faculty.)

3. Project the need for new faculty required for the proposed

program for the next five years. If the proposed program will

be absorbed in part or in whole by the present faculty, ex-

plain how this will be done.

4. Will acquisition of new faculty for the program require an

unusual outlay of funds or unique recruiting techniques? Ex-

plain in detail.

5. Describe the involvement of the faculty--present and project-

ed--in research, extension, correspondence, and other acti-

vities. Are teaching loads of faculty reduced if they engage

in these activities?

Library

1. Are present library holdings in relevant fields adequate now

to begin the proposed program? How will the library have to

be improved to meet program needs in the next four years?

(Refer to the need for books, periodicals, reference books,
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primary source materials, etc.).

2. Are there libraries of other institutions which are being used

or can be used by faculty and students in the proposed program?

Explain in detail.

3. Estimate the total expenditure for the last two complete fis-

cal years for library acquisitions in the departments or sub-

matter fields in which the proposed program will be offered,

or in fields which are closely related to the proposed pro-

gram.

4. Project library expenditures to be budgeted annually for the

next five years to meet the need of this program.

Facilities and equipment

1. Describe existing facilities that are available for the pro-

posed program. Describe the present utilization of these

facilities. What new facilities will be needed in the near

future? Specify what special facilities and equipment will

be needed and estimate their cost. From what sources do you

anticipate obtaining needed facilities and equipment?

Administration of proposed program

1. Will the proposed program affect the administrative structure

of the institution? If yes, describe how. In what depart-

ment, division, school, or college will the proposed pro-

gram be administered? If the program is to have inter-

departmental or inter-unit administration, explain in detail.
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Accreditation

1. Describe the requirements for accreditation, if program is

eligible to be accredited. What is the name of the accred-

iting agency? What will be initial costs of accreditation

and subsequent annual costs to maintain it? Identify base

criteria for accreditation and describe how these will be

met.

Supporting fields

1. Evaluate the subject matter fields at your institution which

may be considered as necessary or valuable in support of the

proposed program? Will these fields need improvement? If

so, how, to what extent, and to what cost? Be specific.

Costs of proposed program

1. Estimate the initial (first year) costs of the proposed pro-

gram. How much of this will be absorbed in current budgets

and how much will be newly-appropriated money? Will federal

or private financial assistance be sought? If yes, explain

in detail.

2. Estimate the annual cost of the program for the three years

following its first year. (Use current formulas in arriving

at your estimate.) Explain the rationale for your estimate.

3. Departmental costs:

(a). Show the departmental operating expenditures for the

last two fiscal years for the departments which will
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contribute significantly to the support of the proposed

program.

(b). How will the proposed program affect the allocation

or distribution of these funds?

4. What additional funds for research will be needed to support

the proposed program? Explain.

5. How many graduate assistantships are considered desirable to

begin the program? Estimate the amount of funds required for

these assistantships over the next four years. What sources

are available to support these assistantships? Will student

aid funds be needed for undergraduates other than those pro-

vided for all undergraduates? Explain in detail.

6. Add any comments which would be helpful to the Coordinating

Board in evaluating this program request.

Institutional Requests for New Departments, Divisions, Schools, or

Colleges

Information required

1. What is the exact administrative change proposed?

2. Present organizational charts showing the present administra-

tive scheme and the proposed administrative scheme.

3. What is the rationale fur the proposed change? How would

it improve the institution?

4. Explain in detail the current administrative load under the

present organizational structure and that under the proposed
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structure. Project these loads for the next four years, and

explain the rationale for the projection.

5. Explain in detail the added costs of the proposed change.

(a). What new professional and clerical personnel will be

added as a result of the change? (Project for four

years.)

(b). What additional physical space will be required by the

change? From what funds will this be provided and at

what cost? How will these costs be met? (Project for

four years.)

(c). What additional equipment (all types) will be required

as a result of the change? At what estimated cost?

(Project for four years.)

(d). Will the administrative change require that the current

salary for any administrator or other professional per-

son be increased?

(e). Will the proposed change be adequately funded by exist-

ing formula rates and appropriations? If not, explain

what adjustments are contemplated.

6. Will the proposed change alter in any way the approved role

and scope of the institution? If so, explain in detail.

7. Will the proposed change involve the institution (or any part

of it) in new accreditation or in re-accreditation? If so,

what are time requirements for this accreditation? What are

basic criteria for the accreditation? What will be initial
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costs of the accreditation process, and subsequent annual

costs to maintain it?

8. Will the proposed administrative change require additional

graduate or undergraduate student assistantships? If the

answer is yes, explain in detail.

9. Will approval of the proposed change lead to additional or

related proposals in other areas? If so, explain what and

when.

10. Has the institution's governing board approved the proposed

administrative and/or organizational change? (Give the date

of the meeting at which the change was approved).

VIRGINIA STATE COUNCIL OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Structure

The Council consists of nine members who are appointed by the

Governor, subject to the confirmation by the General Assembly for terms

of four years, plus the Superintendent of Public Instruction, who is

ex-officio.

No officer, employee, trustee, or member of the governing board

of any institution of higher education, no employee of the Commonwealth

or member of the General Assembly, or no member of the State Board of

Education is eligible for appointment to the Council, with the exception

of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, who serves as an ex-

officio member.
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Authority

The Virginia State Council of Higher Education has management

authority. Specifically, in the area of curriculum, the Council has

the power, with the approval of the Governor in each instance, to

limit any institution to such curriculum offerings as conform to the

plans adopted by the Council.

Responsibility

The Council shall promote the development and cooperation of a

sound, vigorous, progressive, and coordinated system of higher educa-

tion in the State of Virginia.

The Council is charged with the responsibility of assembling data

and with the aid of the boards and officers of the several institutions

of higher education in Virginia shall constitute a coordinated system.

Such plans will indicate the responiibilityof the individual institu-

tions for developing programs in specified fields of undergraduate,

graduate, and graduate-professional education.

Other Responsibilities

1. The Council visits and studies the operations of each institu-

tion at least once during each biennium, with other visits

made as seem necessary.

2. In carrying out its duties, the Council, insofar as practical,

attempts to preserve the individuality, traditions, and sense

of responsibility of the respective institutions.
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A concrete example of this philosophy is that the Coun-

cil has no authority over the endowment funds now held or in

the future received by any of the institutions. These funds

are private and apart from the State administration system,

and, therefore, help maintain a certain sense of fiscal res-

ponsibility and freedom of action within each institution.

3. The Council studies those questions requiring statewide poli-

cies in higher education and makes recommendations with res-

pect to such questions to the institutions of higher education,

to the Governor, or to the General Assembly--whichever is most

appropriate. The Council shall seek the views and advice of

the governing boards and officers of each institution in arriv-

ing at these policies.

4. The Council shall cooperate with the State Board of Education

in matters of interest to both the public schools and the

state-supported institutions of higher education, with parti-

cular reference to the coordination of college admission re-

quirements and the teacher-training programs.

New Program Approval

No state institution shall establish any additional branch or divi-

sion without first referring the matter to the Council for its informa-

tion, consideration, and recommendation.

Extension Programs

The Council coordinates the off-campus extension and public service
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and programs.

Guidelines for Curriculum Chan es

All program proposals submitted to the Council should contain the

following information:

1. Program classification

(a). Academic area or field of study, department, school, or

college involved.

(b). Type and level of degree.

(c). Proposed date of establishment.

2. Program justification

(a). Purposes or objectives of the program.

(b). State and/or national needs for graduates.

3. Program expansion

(a). Additional courses required.

4. Students

(a). Student enrollment estimated initially and anticipated

for the next three years (sources cited for estimates).

5. Faculty

(a). Current faculty available for program (number, rank,

present, and anticipated work load).

(b). Additional faculty anticipated (number and rank).

6. Physical plant facilities
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(a). Existing facilities and major equipment (classrooms,

research laboratories, etc.) available for program.

(b). Estimated additional facilities and major equipment

needs for three years and estimated cost.

7. Libv.try resources

(a). .0.urxent library resources which support program.

(b). FaC.mateel additional library resources needed for pro-

gram and cost

8. Cost

(a). Estimate and basis of total costs to initiate pro-

gram and anticipated cost for each of the first three

years of operation.

(b). Sources of income for program in addition to state sup-

port.

9. Date of approval by governing board of institution

In addition to requiring the above data, the Council may request

the president of an institution, or those whom ha may designate, to ap-

pear before it to discuss and/or supplement information rovided in

their own proposal.

The Council may also seek advice and comment concerning proposed

programs from such disinterested educational leaders, consultants, and

advisory groups as it may consider appropriate.
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WISCONSIN COORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Structure

The Coordinating Committee consists of seventeen members composed

of members of the several institutional boards of regents and nine citi-

zens appointed by the Governor, with the consent of the Senate.

Authority

The Coordinating Committee is charged by statute with determining

what overall educational programs shall be offered in the several units

of the university; the state colleges; the collegiate transfer in tech-

nical education programs of the schools of vocational, technical, and

adult education; and county teachers colleges to avoid unnecessary

duplication and to utilize, to the best advantage, the facilities and

personnel available for instruction in the field of higher education.

Although the Council's legislative charge gives it jurisdiction

over the development of any new higher education programs in the State

of Wisconsin, it has, up to this point, only reviewed new majors or new

schools. The Council now is beginning to recognize that such self-im-

posed limitations may, in some cases, interfere with a coordinated

planning function and it is now contemplating some method whereby it

could, without excessive demands upon staff time, review new courses

of study, new associate degree programs, or new programs at the minor

level, which may have an impact upon the total State picture.
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Responsibility

The responsibilities of the Wisconsin Coordinating Committee for

Higher Education are as follows:

1. The Committee shall adopt a coordinating plan for the inte-

gration and most efficient use of the existing facilities and

personnel, and an order of priority for the construction of

new facilities at the University of Wisconsin and the State

colleges.

2. The Committee shall review the separate budget requests of the

University and the State colleges and the State Board of

Vocational, Technical, and Adult education, and shall recom-

mend a single biennial budget to the Governor for the support

of all institutions of higher education under its jurisdiction,

retaining the identity of the appropriation request related

to said institutions. It shall also review and make approp-

riate recommendations to the department concerning the bud-

get requests of the Department of Public Instruction for

state aid for county teachers' colleges.

3. The Coordinating Committee shall formulate a plan and sche-

dule for the development and implementation of new institu-

tions of higher education and shall report its plan to the

governor, the Legislature, and the State Building Commission.
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New Programjannal

No new educational programs shall be developed or instituted at

any institution of higher education, except with the Committee's ap-

proval. The Coordinating Committee for Higher Education is also charged

with the responsibility for initiating new programs in those areas of

need which are not being served by any one of the three systems of

higher education.

Existing Programs

No educational program for which the Legislature has made a prior

appropriation existing at any institution shall be abandoned, except

with full legislative approval.

Guidelines for Curriculum Changes

The guidelines for curriculum changes are as follows:

1. Description of the program

(a). Nature of the objectives.

(b). Relationship of the program to the over-all academic

mission of the institution involved.

(1). Specifically, what is being proposed. A new

undergraduate major? A new graduate program based

upon an existing undergraduate major? A program

which cuts across disciplinary lines--which

draws upon faculty and courses in a number of



departments? A change in the title of a degree

presently awarded? An extension of an existing

program?1

2. Need

(a). Specification of need in terms of:

(1). Contribution of the program to the advancement of

human knowledge; and/or

(2). manpower demands on local, statewide, regional

and/or national basis; and/or

(3). the internal development of the institution in-

volved.

(b). Where appropriate (e.g., professional or specialized

graduate programs), projection or estimates of the de-

mand for graduates of the program. If quantification

of manpower needs is not feasible, include relevant

descriptive material on future employment trends in the

field.

3. Student demand

(a). Indications of student desire for work in the area.

(b). Enrollment projections and statement of assumptions

underlying projectioni.

1Note: Depending upon the nature of the proposal, a letter of
information may be sufficient, or a full statement of justification
may be required where a new program is proposed--especially one having

important policy and/or budgetary implications--the complete format
should be followed. (CCHE #78, Working Paper, October 26, 1966, pg.

12-14.)
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4. Institutional capacity as related to:

(a). Adequacy of present resources base in tho program field:

faculty, library holdings, faciliaes, and equipment.

(b). Adequacy of resources in related or support.Ing fields.

(c). Proposed basis or bases for program funding:

(1). Reorganisation of existing resources.

(2). Enrollment (workload) increases.

(3). Program improvement or new program fUnds.

(4). Extramural support from training grants, research

grants, or contracts.

(d). Estimated beginning and continuing net cost of the

program.

5. Interest and support on the part of administrators, faculty,

and citizens.

If the staff believes that insufficient supporting materials have

been submitted, additional information is requested, as needed, to ren-

der a well-considered decision.

The Wisconsin Coordinating Committee, realizing the pressing need

for an updated, comprehensive, long-range plan, embodying a statement

of institutional academic missions and academic program guidelines, is

in the process of formulating the revision of the guidelib...;s listed

above. Therefore, these should not be considered either final or

definite for the State's higher education system.



CHAPTER III

NEED FOR COORDINATION

Nith the rapid growth of higher education in Utah and the rest of

the Nation, spawned by the expanding universe of knowledge and an increas-

ingly competitive society, our colleges and universities must do their

part by meeting the formidable challenge of providing quality education.

To accomplish this, a total coordinated effort of higher education

on a statewide, regional, and even national basis must be realized. State

higher education must be viewed in a broader context than can be seen by

any single institution and its associated board.

In recognition of these facts, a central state coordinating agency

should play a major role in the following areas:

1. New program approval.

2. New administrative unit approval.

New Administrative Unit and Program Approval

A central state coordinating agency, responsible for allocation of

state higher education programs, should help achieve the following specific

goals:1

1
Oregon State System of Higher Education, Office of Academic Affairs,

Functions and Organization of the Office of Academic Affairs, June 15, 1967,
page 5.

87
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1. Insure adequate availability of educational opportunities
for qualified youth without unnecessary and undesirable
duplication of major functions by the several institutions.

2. Improve the quality of specialized programs by centering
them in designated institutions as an allocation to the
institution(s) rather than allowing their developmant in
all institutions.

3. Improve the curriculum of each institution by achieving
the foregoing goals, but also by preventing unnecessary
and undesirable proliferation of courses, servic4s, and
programs within each institution.

AA can be deduced from the foregoing statement, a strong case

exists for concentration of academic and research programA at select

institutions in the state, especially at the graduate and professional

levels. These programs tend to be of high cost, requiring highly spe-

cialized personnel, often expensive physical facilities, and relatively

low enrollment, when compared to undergraduate programs in the same

academic areas. In many instances the end result is another costly

program, draining an institution of valuable resources.

A hypothetical case may assist in illustrating needless duplication.

Institution A has a strong History Department, especially in Middle Eastern

history. Institution B, less than 50 miles away, also has a strong History

Department, specializing in American history. Institution B decides to

offer a series of graduate courses in Middle Eastern history for the first

time, similar to some that have been taught at Institution A for several

years. Assuming the program is instituted, let us examine the outcome.

The,quality between these two programs will usually be at great variance.

The new program at Institution B, in most instances, will not have the

quality of staff, library facilities, collateral courses, etc., to be able
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to offer the same quality program in Middle Eastern history as Insti-

tution A. In fact, with Institution B offering this new program, its

well-recognized program in American history could very likely suffer.

If this proposal were first reviewed by a state coordinating

agency with new program approval authority, what might have been the

outcome? First, the agency would have seen that Institution A, within

commuting distance of Institution B, already had a recognized program

in Middle Eastern history, and unless some extraordinary justification

could be given, the proposed program would not have been approved, con-

serving resources of Institution A for more profitable utilization in

other areas. Secondly, the coordinating agency would probably have

recommended that Institution B's program be strengthened in Middle

Eastern history, if a need actually did exist for an expanded program

of some kind, making maximum use of the strength of Institution B's

Department of History.

The logic involved in utilizing maximum educational resources

should be obvious from the above hypothetical illustration.

A most important question arises as to the extent of the decision-

making power for new course and program approval. That is, should the

central coordinating agency be responsible for approval of everything

down to and including the individual course or only be responsible for

major programs?
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As indicated in Chapter II of this report, the Wisconsin Coordin-

ating Council's legislative charge gives it jurisdiction over the develop-

ment of any higher education program in the state, but up to this point

has only reviewed new majors or new schools. However, the Council feels

there might be justification for program review at a lower level. The

Director of the Council has stressed that:

Although the Council's legislative charge gives it jurisdiction
over the development of any new higher education program in the State
of Wisconsin, it has, up to this point, only reviewed new majors or
new schools. The Council now is beginning to recognize that such
self-imposed limitations may, in some cases, interfere with a coor-
dinated planning function and it is now contemplating some method
whereby it could, without excessive demands upon staff time, review
new courses of study, new associate degree programs, or new programs
at the minor level, which may have an impact upon the total State
picture.1

To help understand the previous comments, a second hypothetical illus-

tration is developed.

An institution's Physics Department desires to initiate a single new

course in meteorology. The course is approved by the proper internal admin-

istrative machinery and offered for one semester. Before the end of the

semester, the Physics Department decides that one or two advanced courses

are necessary because of student demand and faculty interest. Now that the

institution has the beginnings of a core program in meteorology, they are

desirous of developing a weather station and possibly a small research

project. In short, a vicious cycle has begun -- more faculty, more research,

1
A. B. Rothwell, Executive Director of the Coordinating Committee

for Higher Education, Madison, Wisconsin. (November 6, 1967)
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more courses, more apparatus, more library facilities. This could also

result in the beginning of collateral course offerings in the Physics

Department as well as in other departments such as mathematics, geology,

geography, so as to provide students "necessary prerequisites and comple-

ments" to meteorology. Within a year or two the result is a Department of

Meteorology without logical planning as to the state's needs and costs.

In addition to this, another institution in the state already has a nation-

ally recognized meteorology program. Once again, we see needless prolif-

eration of courses and programs.

If the state's central coordinating agency only had authority over

major program approval, they could not have prevented the initiation and

creeping expansion of the program from a single course offering. Instead,

they would have been confronted with a fait accompli by the time the met-

eorology program reached the coordinating agency for review. This is a

major reason why it is recommended that the coordinating agency receive

authority for new program approval down to and including the individual

course level -- when a single course might lead to a whole new program,

degree, or school.

Obviously, the next question is, what are the criteria for judging

whether a course is part of an already-established program? The answer

is, if the new course additions relate to the established roles of the

institution as well as the more specific goals of the program in which

they are to become a part, then the central state agency approval should

be automatic. It is only when proposed new course(s) appear to deviate

from these criteria that further study and analysis become necessary.
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While the designated central state agency should finally be responsi-

ble for the coordinated development of programs, this in no way should re-

lieve the institutions from responsible participation in curriculum and

program development. It is acknowledged that the academic departments pos-

sess the competence to decide the proper structure and content of a program

or curriculum, governing boards and administrative officers can best decide

how a proposed program relates to the institutional role. It remains for

the central state agency to apply its judgment as to how a proposed program

relates to the programs of other institutions in the state. In addition,

it must assess the prospects of growth, the impact of the change on other

programs in the system, the effectiveness of the same or similar programs

being offered elsewhere, and the alternative means to meet the needs

established by the proposal.

Limits of Authority - New Program & Administrative Unit Approval

At higher levels of curricula approval, i.e., new programs, majors,

degrees, and administrative units, consuming great quantities of human

and monetary resources, the central state coordinating agency should play

a major role.

Succinctly, the central agency should have the authority to allo-

cate programs after each institution has had full opportunity to present

its case. The data would be evaluated according to established guidelines1

for new programs. These guidelines should then be applied impartially and

objectively to each institution and each program request. By reviewing

See Part IV.
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institutional proposals, the central coordinating agency could keep

abream:of the changing needs of the state for new educational programs.

The assignment of roles and programs should not be considered

irrevocable. Shifts in population, changes in career choices, and

socio-economic changes may well provide bases for the assignment of

new roles and the exchange or elimination of others. Accordingly,

there should be a periodic review of roles and programs by the central

state coordinating agency.
1

A discussion of the method of evaluation for the appropriate

allocation of institutional responsibilities, roles, and programs,

will follow. The presentation is in the form of several sets of guide-

lines for determining the need for a new academic program and/or

administrative unit.

1A review of existing institutional programs should be made to
determine whether there is unnecessary duplication or "gaps" in the
quality of on-going programs.



CHAPTER IV

CRITERIA FOR NEW PROGRAMS

Introduction

In a letter dated November 9, 1967, to the Chairman of the

Utah Coordinating Council of Higher Education, Governor Calvin Rampton

charged that Agency with the responsibility of developing a comprehensive

master plan for higher education in Utah. More specifically, he asked the

Council to develop a plan that would provide fwr the "appropriate allo-

cation of institution responsibility, role and program." In keeping

with this challenge, an attempt has been made through this document to

develop specific criteria and guidelines for the evaluation of instruc-

tional programs and/or administrative units.

Preparation of Document

Based on the derived criteria, the forms submitted would assist

the central state coordinating agency in making appropriate decisions

regarding the program being proposed.

In addition to completing the appropriate form(s), a further

request by the agency should be that the institution complete the

relevant cover sheet designed for the proposal. The signature of the

president of the institution would indicate that the proposal had been

reviewed by the proper institutional personnel: the department head,
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the dean of the school or college, the graduate dean (if a graduate program),

the academic council or senate, and the respective institutional board.

The signature of the president would verify that the data contained in

the proposal had been approved for release and evaluation by the central

state coordinating agency. Ten copies of the proposal would then be

forwarded to the office of academic affairs of the central state coordinating

agency.

It should be stressed that these forms are not designed to intrude

on the planning responsibilities of the separate institutions. The

information required is the minimum on which the authors believe a

competent decision can be based.

At the time the board of the central state coordinating agency

renders a decision, the institution should be promptly advised as to the

reasons for whatever action is taken. It may approve, disanrove, or

require further study.

If institutions are not in concurrence with the agency's decision

regarding their program request, further recourse should be provided. The

institutions could submit supporting information or alterations to meet

the criticisms of the agency; written appeals also could be submitted or

special hearings granted.

It should be emphasized that prior to final action by the designated

central state coordinating agency, no institution should publicize its

intention to offer a new program.
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Procedure for Program Evaluation

Two sets of guidelines are presented. One concerns new instruc-

tional programs and the other new administrative units. Each set is

divided into two phases. Phase I is for planning purposes. After

evaluating this phase of the proposal, the central coordinating agency

should either invite the institution to submit the more detailed Phase II

or inform the institution that the preliminary criteria of Phase I have

not been satisfied. Approval for an institution to submit Phase II

should not imply that the program has been approved. It should only

indicate that the coordinating agency has assessed the program in relation

to the institution's role and in terms of statewide planning for higher

education. Acceptance of Phase I and Phase II should signify approval

of the proposed program.

Since proposed new programs should be investigated thoroughly by

the staff of the central coordinating agency prior to official action,

the following time schedule is suggested:

1. If the program is to begin fall quarter,
Phase I data should be submitted to the central
agency by January 15th.

2. All new academic programs expected to begin winter,
spring, and summer quarters, should be submitted at
least 6 months before the beginning of the quarter in
which the program is to be initiated.

After approval of Phase I, the institution should be informed

as to the deadline for submission of Phase II materials. Under

extenuating circumstances, the central coordinating agency should con-

sider new program proposals any time during the year.
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Submission of New Pro rams in Res onse to Central Agenc Re uest

With regard to new program allocation, the central coordinating

agency should have a role greater than that of a curricular clearing

house. A continuous assessment of state educational and training

requirements should be made. When deficiencies and/or gaps appear in

on-going programs, the central agency should provide the necessary

leadership to guarantee quality educational opportunities for the

citizenry of the state. To accomplish the foregoing, it is suggested

that:

1. The institution(s) be identified whose assigned

role justifies the needed new program.

2. An invitation be extended to the selected institution(s)

to submit a proposal for approval of a new program.

Criteria for Program Submission

Presented are the specific guidelines developed for new program

and administrative unit approval. These criteria must be considered

tentative, subject to further review and continuous evaluation.
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COTRAL STATE COORDINATING AGENCY

PROPOSAL FOR THE INITIATION OF A NEW
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Submitted by

Institution Submitting Proposal

Name of College, School, or Division Name of Department(s) or Area(s)

A New Instructional Program Leading To:

Certificate, Associate, Bachelor's,
Master's, or Doctorate Degree.
(Give complete name of degree)

Academic Specialty or Area

Proposed Starting Date

Date Received

/ /Approved / /Disapproved

i--/Requires Additional Study

Action by the Central State
Coordinating Agency

Director Date

This proposal has been
approved by the insitutional
personnel as stated in the
guidelines.

President Date
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INITIATION OF A NEW INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

PHASE I

APPROVAL FOR PLANNING PURPOSES

1. Provide a statement concerning the need for the proposed
new program.

2. How does the proposed program relate to the goals, roles,

and statutory purposes of the institution?

3. What effect will the proposed program have on the adminis-
trative structure of the institution? What departments,

colleges, or divisions will be involved?

4. Give examples of similar programs offered elsewhere
(state and region).

5. Is the program to be accredited? If so, provide the basic
criteria for accreditation and explain how they will be

achieved.

6. What new degrees, diplomas, and/or certificates will be

offered in the new program.

7. How many students would be involved in the program the

first year? Fifth year?

8. Do you have the "critical mass" of faculty necessary to
initiate the program? What do you consider a "critical

mass"?

9. Will adequate financial resources be available for the
initiation of the new program? Cost estimates should be

in terms of an on-going, high-quality program, and not a
minimal, beginning program:

10. Would any new physical facilities be required? Will any

modification of existing facilities be necessary?
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION

1. List the degrees, certificates, or diplomas to be awarded.

2. Provide a list of courses now included in the departmental

curriculum which will be applied toward the new program.

3. List new courses which will be added at the time the program

is initiated.

4. Provide some design as to plans for expansion of the curriculum

in the first five years.

5. What courses now offered in other departments relate to this

program?

6. Have outside consultants
1 reviewed your plan and schedule for

the proposed new program?

ENROLLMENT

1. Explain the most likely source of students who will be expected

to enroll. Will they be recruited from existing programs, or
will they be attracted to the institution by the character of

the program?

2. Project the enrollment for the initial year and for the next

four years. Explain the basis for your projection.

1
A thorough review of all new advanced professional and doctoral

degrees should be made by a panel of distinguished individuals in the sub-
ject area under review. These experts should be secured from a variety of
institutions and/or research centers. There should be mutual concurrence
between the institution requesting the program and the central state
coordinating agency as to the acceptability of the consultants.



COSTS
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1. Estimate the initial (first year) costs. Cost estimates should
be in terms of an on-going, high-quality program and not a
minimal, beginning program. How much will be absorbed in
current budgets, and how much additional money will be requested?

2. Estimate the annual costs for the succeeding four years.
Cost estimates should be in terms of an on-going, high-quality
program and not a minimal, beginning program.

3. Show current departmental operating costs for those departments
involved in planning the program. Will the new program, if
adopted, result in increased departmental operating costs for
those departments?

4. What additional costs are anticipated beyond the teaching
role of the program, i.e., research, extension?

5. What non-state funds are available from public or private
sources?

FACULTY AND STAFF REQUIREMENTS

1. List the names and qualifications of faculty who will be
directly involved in the program (Give name, rank, highest
degree earned, and present course load).

2. Project the need for new faculty over the first five-year
period. If present members of the faculty are to conduct
the program, explain how they will be relieved from other
duties?

3. If new faculty will be necessary, explain what qualifications
will be needed and what special training will be required.

4. Describe the likely involvement of all faculty in research,
extension, or other extra-curricular activity.

5. What is the present faculty-student ratio in the depart-
ment(s) involved in the planning? What is conceived as a

proper ratio?

6. What clerical or supporting personnel will be needed?

7. Will the program involve graduate assistants in research
and teaching functions?

8. What are the prospective salary ranges of both current and
proposed faculty?
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FACILITIES

I. Library - are present library resources considered adequate?

If not, explain how the library will need to be strengthened

during the next five years. (Refer to the need for books,

periodicals, primary source materials, special reference

programs).

2. Laboratories - what new laboratory facilities will be needed

in the first year, and what will be required during the

following four years of operation?

3. Equipment - what new equipment will be needed in the first

year and during the following four years?

4. Are there plans for mutual sharing of equipment between other

post-high school institutions? Explain.
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CENTRAL STATE COORDINATING AGENCY

PROPOSAL FOR THE INITIATION OF A NEW
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

Submitted by

Institution Submitting Proposal

Name of College, School, or Division Name of Department(s) or Area(s)

Proposed Starting Date

Date Received

/ /Approved / /Disapproved

/ /Requires Additional Study

Action by the Central State
Coordinating Agency

Director Date

This proposal has been
approved by the institutional
personnel as stated in the
guidelines.

President Date
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NEW SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, INSTITUTES, FOUNDATIONS, RESEARCH,

PUBLIC SERVICE, AND OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS

PHASE I

APPROVAL FOR PLANNING PURPOSES

1. Provide a short statenent concerning the need and future of
the proposed new administrative unit.

2. How does the proposed new administrative unit relate to the
goals, roles, and statutory purposes of the institution?

3. What effect will the new administrative unit have on the
overall internal structure of the institution? What
departments, colleges, or divisions will be involved?

4. Is the new administrative unit to be accredited? If not,
explain. When do you anticipate accreditation? If it is
to be accredited, provide the anticipated time schedules.

5. List the subdivisions of the new administrative unit, i.e.,
if a new college, what are the departments?

6. Will adequate financial resources be available for the
initiation of the new administrative unit? Cost estimates
should be in terms of an on-going, high-quality program and
not a minimal, beginning program.

7. Would any new physical facilities be required? Will any
modification of existing facilities be necessary?
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PHASE II

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION

1. List and give a brief description of the programs under the
proposed new administrative unit.

2. Will any new programs be added at the time the administrative
change is implemented?

3. Provide some design as to plans for expansion in the first
five years.

ENROLLMENT

1. Explain the most likely source of students who will be
expected to enroll. Will they be recruited from existing
departments and programs, or will the proposed administrative
change be expected to produce a quantitative and/or qualita-
tive change in student population?

2. Project the enrollment for the initial year and for the
next four years. Explain the basis for your projection.

FACULTY AND STAFF REQUIREMENTS

COSTS

1. Project the need for additional faculty over the next five
years.

2. If new faculty will be needed, explain what qualifications
will be necessary.

3. What clerical or other supporting personnel will be needed?

1. Submit a budget projection for the next five years in as much
detail as possible. Include all costs, i.e., salaries, equip-
ment, construction, etc. Cost estimates should be in terms of
an on-going, high-quality program and not a minimal, beginning
program.

2. How much of the proposed budget will be in the form of addi-
tional funds above current appropriations? What are the sources
of funds -- state, federal, other?



In Summation

At the present time, the question of institutional governance

in Utah is still unresolved. The alternatives under study are:

a single board for all public higher education, or a strengthened

Coordinating Council and the retention of existing boards at each

institution. This appears to be an academic question when viewed in

the context of program approval.

Whatever the system of governance, a central state agency should

be empowered to review and allocate programs for Utah's institutions of

higher education. Currently, the Utah Coordinating Council of Higher

Education lacks this authority, and the State is, therefore, handi-

capped in developing an integrated statewide educational program.

Thus, Utah seems to be lagging behind a number of states in this area.

To overcome this obstacle, appropriate legislation should be

enacted so that a central state agency in Utah would have authority

for program allocation. This, however, is only a first step. The

success of any'legislation would greatly depend on the mutual coop-

eration of the academic community, legislators, lay citizens, and a

central coordinating agency.

In addition to general cooperation, the agency responsible for

program review and allocation must have a staff of high competence and

professional integrity, if the agency is to gain the respect and active

participation of the academic community and other concerned individuals.



APPENDIX A

SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR THE PREPARATION OF
ACADEMIC MASTER PLANS

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGES

1. Curricular emphasis or educational obiectives of the college
a. Undergraduate
b. Graduate
c. Specialized occupational-professional

2. Student demand
a. Rate of growth during the past five years
b. Present enrollment
c. Projected growth for five years
d. Individual enrollment and full-time equivalent
e. Graduate students
f. Present enrollment and growth potential of existing master's

programs

3. General concepts of the plan
a. Degrees of a general nature
b. Specialized areas
c. Teacher preparation

4. Broad framework for the development of new majors
a. Relation to broad functions of the State colleges (Master

Curriculum Plan and Title 5)
b. Consistency with the objectives and purposes of the college
c. Regional or statewide need for the program

5. College procedure for the development and appioval of new programs
a. Origin
b. Revision
c. Approval
d. Faculty involvement

6. Criteria for baccalaureate and master's programs
a. Adequacy of present staff and projected staff
b. Adequacy of facilities, library,'and other resources, includ-

ing plans for improvement
c. Demonstrated need for the program in the college service re-

gion
d. Extent to which the proposed master's programs will enrich

rather than dilute undergraduate emphasis
e. Maintenance of high standards for master's degree candidates

/0/109
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7. Cost considerations
a. Staff
b. Equipment
c. Library
d. Graduate instruction
e. Individual proposed degrees

8. List and description of all w.p_posed baccalaureate and master's
degree programs

110

Table A. Projected degree programs for specified five-year period.
A chart arranged by columns, showing existing degree programs and
programs projected for each of the following five years.'

Division of Academic Planning
February, 1965

1
Note: Only this chart will evantually be presented to the Board

of Trustees for action, all other materials are to be regarded as in-
formational or supportive.



APPENDIX B

FLORIDA

PROPOSAL FOR THE INITIATION OF A NEW GRADUATE PROGRAM

Submitted by

University Submitting Proposal

Name of College or School Name of Department(s)

A New Graduate Program Leading to the:

in

Masters or doctoral Academic Specialty or Field

(Give complete name of degree)

Proposed starting date

-- Institutional Approval --

Department Head or Chairman Date Graduate Dean Date

Dean of School or-College Date President Date

-- Interinstitutional Approval --

Date Received Action by Council for Academic Affairs Date

Date Received Action by Council of Presidents Date
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Title Page

The title page of the proposal should follow the format presented
in the preceding page. Only three copies need to have the designated
sign011ees.

Abstract of Proposal

An abstract of ' proposal (not more than three or four pages)
should be inserted uetween the Title Page and the body of the proposal.

Proposal

The proposal should consist of clear and concise replies to the
questions which follow. Replies should follow the same sequence as
the questions. Please precede each reply with the number and sub-
number of the question being answered.

I. Definition of the Academic Area or Field of Specialty.

A. What subspecialties or areas of concentration will be em-
phasized during the initial years of the program? (e.g.,
a program in economics may have faculty representing such
subspecialties as econometrics, economic development,
history of economic thought, income and employment theory,
industrial organization and public policy, international
economics, labor and industrial relations, money and
banking, price and value theory, and public finance. A
program in physics may include such subspecialties as
accelerator design, electromagnetic theory, molecular
spectra theory, nuclear physics, solid state experimental,
solid state theory, ultrasonics.)

B. Are there other subspecialties that you anticipate adding
as the program develops?

C. Do you intend to avoid certain subspecialties?

D. What degree programs (undergraduate or graduate, majors
or minors) does your institution currently offer in this
field or related fields?

II. Objectives of the Program.

A. Does the proposed program envision the training of re-
search specialists, or the preparation of broadly educa-
ted teachers, or the training of professional practition-
ers, or others? How does it plan to achieve any of these
objectives?
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B. How would this program help achieve the objectives of your
university in terms of its role and scope within the
University System?

C. Enumerate any indirect benefits which, in your opinion,
may accrue from the establishment of the program.

III. Course of Study Leading to the Proposed Degree.

A. List the courses (by number, title, and semester hours
credit) that would constitute the course requirements of
the proposed program. This list should include courses
from any department or schools which will be used.

It should also list research and dissertation require-
ments. Designate with an asterisk the courses currently
offered; proposed pew courses to be added do not have to
have the course numbers, unless you already know what
they will be when and if approved.

B. In summary, state the number of courses required for the
program, the number of course already available, and the
number of new courses to be added with the amount of
credit hours for each group.

C. Would these additional course offerings be of interest
to students not majoring in this particular area of
study? If so, to whom?

D. Is the proposed program consistent with current criteria
of graduate education in the discipline or profession?
If not, how does the department justify its deviation
from current thought about education in the field?

IV. The Strength of Supporting Areas of Scholarship and Research
Facilities.

A. Please list other departments or units in the university
which would provide support to the program herein propos-
ed (e.g., new program in chemistry must be supported by
departments of mathematics and physics).

B. Please give brief indications as to the strengths or
weaknesses of each of these supporting departments, in
terms of support to the proposed program.

C. Please list any unusual research facilities available in
other departments or schools which materially strengthen
the proposed program.
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D. To what extent will additional staff and facilities for
the proposed program help make related departments or
fields of concentration stronger?

V. Justification for the Initiation of the Proposed Program.

A. Is there a national need for more people trained in a
graduate program such as is herein proposed? Please
describe job opportunities nationally. Refer to any
national studies on need.

B. Is there special need in the State of Florida for graduate
programs such as the one herein described? Please des-
cribe the job opportunities locally and regionally.

C. If there is a national and local need for more people to
be trained in this field, and at the level in the pro-
posed program, are there special reasons why it should be
offered at your institution rather than at one of the
other institutions in the State University System?

D. Is there interest on the part of local industry, agen-
cies or research centers in the proposed program?

E. Please state other justifications for the initiation of
this program which may not have been included above.

VI. Similar Programs Presently Offered in Universities of the
Southern Region.

A. Are degree programs in this specialty offered at non-Flor-
ida institutions in the Southern Region?

B. If so, what specialties, at which institutions, and at
what levels?

C. How similat or dissimilar are these to the program herein
proposed?

VII. Similar Programs Presently Offered in Florida

A. Are degree programs offered in this specialty at other
institutions in the State University System of Florida?
If so, which specialties, at which institutions, and at
what levels? How similar or dissimilar are they to the
program herein proposed?

B. Are degree programs in this specialty offered at other
institutions in Florida outside of the State University
System? If so, which institutions, which specialties,
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and at what levels? How similar or dissimilar are they
to the program herein proposed?

VIII. Student Interest in the Proposed Program.

A. Please provide any indication you might have about student
interest in the proposed program from inside and outside
of your institution. What is the basis for this opinion?
What size enrollment would you anticipate during the first
and second years of the program?

B. What do you think will be the source and quality of most
of the students that you expect to enroll in this pro-
gram?

C. How do you expect this program to develop in terms of
student interests?

D. What will be the course of financial support for graduate
students in the proposed program? Are you aware of any
special state or national programs of support for them?

E. If the proposed program were not established, do you think
the anticipated students would enroll in other universities
in the System? In other institutions in Florida? If not,
please explain.

IX. Financial Aid to Students.

A. What is the total amount of money that will be needed for
graduate fellowships and scholarships for each of the
next three years if the program is approved? How many
students would be awarded fellowships or scholarships
from this amount each year and what are the anticipated
sources of these funds?

B. What is the total amount of money that will be needed for
graduate assistantships for each of the next three years
if the program is approved? How many students would be
awarded graduate assistantships from this amount? How
many would be teaching assistantships and how many would
be research assistantships? What is the anticipated source
of these funds?

X. Faculty.

A. Please list the faculty currently on your staff who are
concerned with this academic area or field, and for each
faculty member listed, provide the following information:
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1. Name of faculty person;

2. date of birth;

3. highest degree, year obtained, and the university from
which obtained;

4. number of doctoral students directed to the completion
of the doctoral dissertation--at which institutions?;

5. number of master's students directed to the completion
of the master's thesis; at which institutions?;

6. list not more than four specialties or subspecialties
in which this faculty person feels competent to direct
doctotal research;

7. list not more than four specialties or subspecialties
in which this faculty person feels competent to direct
master's research;

8. attach a list of publications which should give the
names of all co-authors (if any), title of paper or

book, journal, volume, number, pages (inclusive),

and year;

9. list the names of the five most important professional
journals publishing papers in the area of the proposed
program. In the attached lists of publications of
the faculty members, check the papers which have appeared
in these journals;

10. list titles of research in progress or recently com-
pleted and name of sponsoring agency if sponsored
financially;

11. provide other information about this faculty member
which may have pertinence to the proposed graduate
program.

B. Discounting, for the moment, your own institution, how many
faculty members should an institution have to adequately con-
duct a program such as the one herein proposed and what should
be their qualifications in terms of degrees and experience?

C. In summary,

1. How many full-time equivalent faculty do you currently
have with Ph.D.'s, how many with professional doctoral
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degrees, how many with master's degrees, who are
qualified to teach and conduct research in the
proposed program?

2. How many of the faculty have directed one or more
doctoral students to the final completion of their
doctoral dissertation? How many have directed two
or more?

3. How many have directed one or more master's students
to the final completion of a master's thesis? (Do

not count master's students who did not include a
thesis in their progran.) How many have directed
two or more?

D. In summary form, list the academic subspecialties or
areas of concentration represented by the present faculty
of the unit of the university which is submitting the
proposal (see examples of subspecialties in Item 1-A).

E. Additional faculty needed:

1. Estimate the number of faculty members that would
have to be added this coming academic year if this
program were implemented.

2. How many of these would be added to the broad
academic area, even though this special advanced
degree program were not established?

3. How many new faculty members for this program would
be anticipated for each of the next three years?
Please estimate the cost.

4. Are the additions proposed under 1 and 3 needed to
add extra subspecialties to the program or to prow
vide greater depth of the original specialties, or
to accommodate more students?

5. What additional technical or clinical personnel would
be needed and at approximately what annual cost?

XI. Facilities

A. Discounting for the moment your own institution, what
facilities, such as special buildings, space, or equip-
ment, should an institution have in order to offer a
quality graduate program in this particular academic
discipline and at the level herein proposed? Please list

these.
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1. How was this list derived and by whom? Were outside

consultants involved? If so 2
name them.

2. How do the facilities listed compare to those at one

or more other universities offering quality programs

similar to the one herein proposed? Please name one

or more other universities considered in making such

comparisons.

B. Please list facilities, such as buildings, space, or equip-

ment, which are currently available at your university for

use in the program herein proposed.

C. What additional facilities, such as special buildings,

additional space, or equipment, are needed for the program

herein proposed? What would be specifically needed just
for the new courses that will be added to the curriculum?

D. What is the anticipated cost of these additional facilities

prior to the initiation of the program and for each of the

next three years?

E. What are the anticipated sources of funds?

XII. Library Resources.

A. Discounting, for the moment, your own institution, what

special library resources should an institution have in

order to offer a quality graduate program in this parti-

cular academic discipline and at the level herein pro-

posed? Please list these:

1. How was this list derived and by whom? Were outside

consultants involved? If so, name them.

2. How do the library resources listed compare to those

at one or more other universities offering quality

programs similar to the one herein proposed? Please

name one or more other universities considered in

making such compdrisons.

B. Please list special library resources which are currently

available at your university for use in the proposed pro-

gram.

C. What additional library resources are needed for the pro-

gram herein proposed? What would be specifically needed

just for the new courses that will be added to the curri-

culum?
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D. What is the anticipated cost of these additional library
resources prior to the initiation of this program and for
each of the next three years?

E. What are the anticipated sources of funds?

XIII. Other Needs.

Are there other needs which have not yet been described? If
so, please list them; estimate their initial cost and the annual
cost thereafter.

XIV. Accreditation

A. Does the program meet the requirements of appropriate ac-
crediting associations and professional or learned socie-
ties?

B. Name the accrediting agencies and learned societies which
would be concerned with the particular program herein pro-
posed.

XV. Summary of Estimated Costs of Program.

A. Summarizethe estimated costs of the program herein pro-
posed by completing the table on the following page. In-
clude only costs which are additional to those programs
currently in operation.

B. Please list possible sources of financial support for this
program, other than the State; where possible, indicate
which expenditure items are eligible for this outside sup-
port and the percentage of the cost that might be obtained
from this source.

XVI. Evaluation of Proposed Program.

A. Please name faculty committees or councils of your univer-
sity which have reviewed and approved the program herein
proposed.

B. If outside consultants have been employed, list the names
of the consultants and their current positions and titles;
please append hereto a copy of their report.
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EXPENDITURE ITEMS
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COST

Estimated Additional Cost Per Year
Beginning with the Initiation of the

Faculty (Teachers and
Researchers

rroposea rrogram

Year

1st 2nd 3rd

Cost Cost Cost

Technical and Clinical
Personnel

Construction of New Space or
Major Renavation

E.ul.ment

library_Rsources
.

Fellowshi s and Scholarships

Graduate Assistantshi's

Materials and Supplies

Other Items 'lease list

Total

Percentage of Total Anticipated
From State Appropriations

_



APPENDIX C

ILLINOIS JUNIOR COLLEGE BOARD
223 1/2 East Washington Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706

REQUEST FOR INITIAL DISCUSSION
REGARDING A NEW CURRICULUM

Institution

Revised 5/8/67

District No. Date

Mailing Address

I. What is the area or title of proposed curriculum?

II. Is this curriculum intended to be: Baccalaureate Oriented

Occupational Oriented Adult Oriented General Ed.

(Neither Baccalaureate or Occupational Oriented for Gen. Ed.)

III. What are the reasons which appear to make the development of this
curriculum at your college seem desirable?

IV. Who will have direct administrative responsibility for planning
this curriculum?

Name Title

V. What is your anticipated timetable for developing and initiating
this curriculum? -Time

Activity Month Year
a. Submission of application for priority to

develop this curriculum.

b. Submission of application for approval of
this curriculum.

c. Initiation of classes

Date Signed
President of College

NOTE: Please submit one copy to the Illinois Junior College Board.

FORM A

-121-
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ILLINOIS JUNIOR COLLEGE BOARD BOARD OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND REHAB.
223 1/2 East Washington Street Vocational and Technical Education Div.
Springfield, Illinois 62706 405 Centennial Bldg., Springfield, Ill.

APPLICATION FOR PRIORITY TO DEVELOP
A NEW OCCUPATIONAL-ORIENTED CURRICULUM

Institution Dist. No. Date

Mailing Address

I. Type and scope of program:

a. Code number and title of proposed curriculum (as shown on the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Office of
Education; Instructional Codes and Titles).

Code Number Title

b. For what jobs is the curriculum preparatory?

c. What is the anticipated length of the curriculum?

for full-time students

for part time students
Number Semesters or Quarters

Number Semesters or Quarters

d. What degree or certificate is anticipated to be given upon
completion of the curriculum?

e. What admission requirements are anticipated for the students
entering the curriculum?

II. Need:

a. What are the employment possibilities for graduates?

Local: per year for the next years.

Regional: per year for the next years.

NOTE: Please submit one copy to the Illinois Junior College Board.

FORM B
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II. Need: (continued)

b. What is present prevailing rate of pay for persons employed
in jobs for which this curriculum is preparatory?

(check one--per hour per week per
month )

c. If this curriculum is planned for full-time students 18-20
years of age, what is the projected rate of pay for persons
upon completion of this curriculum and who are 19-21 years
of age?

(check one--per hour per week per month

d. Give a brief description of the procedures used to determine
the employment needs and attach six copies of questionnaires,
other instruments, and reports.

e. What are the estimated student enrollments in the program?

First Year:

Third Year:

Sixth Year:

Full-time Part-time

f. Give a brief description of the procedures used to determine
the potential enrollments and attach six copies of question-
naires, other instruments, and reports.

III. Institutional Resources:

a. How many additional staff members will be required to imple-
ment this program?

First Year:

Third Year:

Sixth Year:
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b. Identify the anticipated sources of personnel.

c. Is your salary structure adequate to recruit teaching per-

sonnel'for this program?

NOTE: The term "coordinator" as used in terms "d" through

"g" below means a person who is directly involved in the in-

structional process and who possesses special competence in

the curricular area. The term is not intended to indicate an

administrative title.

d. Is the prospective coordinator of the proposed curriculum

presently employed on your staff?

e. If the answer to "d" is yes, please give the individual's

name.

f. If the answer to "d" is no, do you intend to employ a coor-

dinator prior to development of the cUrriculum?

g. If the answer to "f" is yes, how long do you expect the coor-

dinator to be on your campus prior to the initiation of

classes?

h. What additional physical facilities are needed for the pro-

gram?

Classroom space

Laboratory space

i. How do you expect to acquire these additional physical faci-

lities?

IV. Financing:

a. What are the estimated costs of this program?

Costs

For Personnel For Equipment

Prior to the first year of
operation

For the first year of operation

For the third year of operation
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Costs

For Personnel For Equipment

For the sixth year of operation $

b. How do you plan to finance
this program?

Local Tax

Business or Industry

State Funds through the
Illinois Junior College Board

State and/or Federal Funds
Through the Board of Voca-
tional Education and Rehabi-
litation

Tuition

Other (Specify)

Prior to and Second Through
During First Sixth Year of
Year of Opera- Operation
tion

I understand that the consideration to grant or deny priority will
be based upon both local and statewide assessments of need for such a
curriculum. If the priority is granted, the college is in a position
to make competent staff available to work with representatives from
business and industry in the development of the curriculum.

Date Signed
President of College

Priority to develop this curriculum is by the
(Granted or denied)

Illinois Junior College Board and the Board of Higher Education

The granting of priority assures the college that consideration will
be given this curriculum provided the curriculum is developed, approved
and offered to students not later than



Date Signed
Executive Secretary
Illinois Junior College Board

Financial support of an approved coordinator for curriculum develop-
ment is authorized for a maximum of

(No.) (Semesters, quarters or
months)

Applications for approval of the coordinator, financial support, and/or
financial reimbursement are to be made to the Board of Vocational Educa-
tion and Rehabilitation Vocational and Technical Education Division.

Chief, Occupational Area Date

Coordinator, Program Implementation and Date

Supexvision Unit



APPENDIX D

THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
DIVISION OF HIGHER EDUCATION ALBANY NEW YORK 12224

REGISTRATION OF GENERAL PROGRAMS CHECKLIST

As you know, a registration visit by the Division of Higher Educa-
'd.on to your institution is scheduled. That current information may
be studied beforehand, please send data checked fl . Please have ready
for review, on campus during the visit, the material checked A . Where
your catalog or other publication makes a complete and accurate state-
ment, please feel free not to answer in further detail.

A. Enrollment:

a) TOTAL ENROLLMENT

b) Enrollment in curricula:

According to our files, here are the academic concentrations in
which you currently offer majors and the degrees to which the programs
lead. Will you pleasr- check this list and make any necessary corrections.
In the space preceding each curriculum, please write the number of
students majoring in that curriculum.

B. Resources:

1. Balance sheet (charter of accounts) prepared by C.P.A.
2. Operating and capital budgets for current academic

year.
3. Projected operating and capital budgets for 19 to

19 .

-127-
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C. ILE2EY:

1. Number of different volumes and their distribution
by Dewey Decimal or Library of Congress classifi-
cations.

2. List of periodicals received and the years covered
for each.

3. List of newspapers received.
4. Number of books awaiting processing.
5. Number of seating spaces available to students.
6. Percentage of library budget expended on books and

percentage spent on salaries.
7. Percentage of total college budget expended on

library.
8. Committee meeting minutes.
9. Library staff: Full-time Professionals

Full-time Non-Professionals

D. Faculty:

1. Vitae of individual faculty members, as per form
attached.

2. (a) Salary scale ; (b) fringe benefits
3. Administration's policy on (a) appointment

(b) leaves , (c) promotion , (d) tenure
, (e) advanced study

4. Faculty turnover for past years.
5. Committee meeting minutes.
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ThE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

DIVISION OF HIGHER EDUCATION, ALBANY, NEW YORK 12224

FACULTY DATA SHEET

Check one: FULL-TIME:

INSTRUCTIONAL RANK

DEPARTMENT OR DIVISION

PART-TIME:

BACHELOR'S DEGREE: Title
Institution
Major Field

Date

MASTER'S DEGREE: Title Date

Institution
Major Field

DOCTOR'S DEGREE: Title Date

Institution
Major Field

OTHER DEGREE(S) OR CERTIFICATE(S):
Title Date

Institution
Major Field

DEGREE WORK IN PROGRESS:
Degree Sought
Institution
Major Field
Semester Hrs Completed

TEACHING EXPERIENCE: (Years at each level, including current position)
Higher Education Secondary Elementary

COLLEGES WHERE INSTRUCTOR HAS TAUGHT:



COURSES TAUGHT ON CAMPUS DURING THE CURRENT SEMESTER (OR QUARTER)

Title
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Student Enrollment

Lecture Laboratory In Each Section of

Hours Hours Each Course

COURSES TAUGHT ON CAMPUS DURING PREVIOUS SEMESTER

TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES OFF CAMPUS (Extension classes, other in-

stitutions, etc.)

(A) NON-TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES ON CAMPUS

(B) NON-TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES OFF CAMPUS (e.g., private law
practice, business, consulting, etc.)

LIST HONORS AND PUBLICATIONS ON REVERSE SIDE.


